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golf report

Why Can’t We Just 
Play For Fun?

Golf Australia’s recent Golf Development Forum in Melbourne 
brought the game’s most influential figures together to consider 
what we know about the habits of Australian golfers and how 
they can be manipulated to ensure our sport prospers.

Make no mistake, when compared to other sports in 
Australia, golf is in a very healthy position.

According to The Australian Sports Commission’s (ASC) recent 
“Ausplay” research, golf is the fifth-ranked sport across the 
country for the number of adult participants each year and is 
the number one club sport for adults by a comfortable margin. 
But a deeper dive into the ASC’s findings suggests the attitudes 
of Australians to golf and physically activity in general means we 
might be going about growing the game the wrong way.

Almost every day in almost every golf club across Australia, 
a majority of tee times are reserved for a daily competition. 
The formats vary but the requirements remain the same 
-– play 18 holes, follow the rules, count your shots, sign your 
scorecard and return it to see if you’ve won. But does there 
need to be greater opportunity for social golf and the most 
important aspect of all – fun?

According to the ASC’s data, 202,000 non-golfers are considering 
trying our sport in the next 12 months. After factoring in the 
number of Australians likely to slip away from the game due to 
age or other preferences, the ASC believes there is the potential 
for a 16% increase in participation in golf in the next year. Of 
the 202,000 potential new golfers, 53% say they are considering 
teeing it up purely for fun and enjoyment, while 32% also said 
they would participate in a game of golf for social reasons.

More importantly for our industry, less than 3% of people 
indicated they would start the game for the competition 
aspect or to improve their performance. Of the one million-

plus Australians who already consider themselves to be 
regular golfers, only 6% admitted that competition was their 
biggest driving factor. An above average 54% cited fun and 
enjoyment as their main motivation with 41% also admitting 
they played the game for social reasons.

Competitions that adopt the Ambrose and Gentsomes 
formats are growing in popularity, largely because they don’t 
require a player to produce their best golf every time they 
step up to the ball. Alternate formats and shorter rounds 
can also help golf clear one of its biggest current obstacles.

One of the things that sets golf apart from most other sports 
is time, with 76% of Australian golfers estimating that their 
latest session lasted more than three hours. In the ASC’s 
results, time was acknowledged as the biggest barrier to 
participation for adults across all sports.

It is the responsibility of those with the power to grow the 
game to ensure that non-golfers who are brave enough to 
try our sport walk away satisfied and wanting to come back.

There should be a greater focus on providing pressure-free 
social opportunities to play at both private and public clubs 
across the country.

There is absolutely no need to abolish traditional competitions, 
however there is sufficient evidence to suggest that we should 
provide differing options for new entrants to our great sport.  
As we all know, at times golf is difficult for those who have played 
for a lifetime, so we must consider how hard it is for beginners. 
Making sure a new golfer’s first 
experience is a positive one is the 
most important step in ensuring 
more Australians see a future for 
themselves within our game.

Finally, remember once you start 
golf, it is “The Game for Life”.

Simon Brookhouse
Chief Executive Officer
 @golfvicsb

TOP CLUB SPORTS - ADULTS

RANKING SPORT CLUB 
PARTICIPANTS

ALL 
PLAYERS

CONVERSION 
RATES

1 Golf 666,349 1,022,127 65%

2 Soccer 536,174 1,142,125 47%

3 Tennis 394,713 946,791 42%

4 Cricket 359,500 643,918 56%

5 Netball 354,161 630,638 56%

6 AFL 307,087 496,828 62%

7 Basketball 280,728 667,006 42%

8 Touch 
Football 208,708 402,755 52%

9 Bowls 195,479 258,907 76%

10 Rugby 
League 131,933 176,989 75%

Social Reasons

Physical Health 
or Fitness

Performance / 
Competition

Hobby

Psychological / 
Mental Health / Therapy

Sense of 
Achievement

To Be Outdoors / 
To Enjoy Nature

Fun / 
Enjoyment

40.6%
26.3%

31.6%
78.5%

6.0%
3.8%

3.4%
4.0%

3.3%
15.7%

2.8%
1.8%

2.6%
5.5%

54.0%
44.7%

WHAT DRIVES GOLF PLAYERS?

GOLF

ALL ACTIVITIES
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Victoria landed the double in the 
Men’s and Women’s Interstate 
Series in Perth in May, both 
contests going to the wire with 
two of our brightest young stars 
experiencing the pressure and 
joy of sinking the winning putts. 
STEVE PERKIN reports.

In the end, it came down to this.

Cameron John, standing over a one 
metre putt knowing that if he makes it, 
he will deliver victory to the Victorian 
Men’s team in the Interstate Series. 
Miss it and his team loses.

And a just turned 17-year-old Gabi 
Ruffels, standing over a putt about the 
same distance, knowing that making 
it will bring victory to her Victorian 
Women’s team.

As far as Victoria was concerned, the 
golfing gods were kind. Cameron calmly 
– at least on the outside – stroked in 
his putt 24 hours after Gabi, perhaps 
less calmly, had holed hers, giving their 
state victories in one of the longest 
standing golfing events on any world 
calendar.

For Cameron, who has just turned 18, 
and Gabi, these were moments they’ll 
never forget, no matter what their 
promising careers may hold, for team 
golf is different. Wins are shared and 
enjoyed by many, and this is something 
both teenagers have already learned.

But this is the end of the story. To fully 
appreciate the moment, we need to go 
back to the start of the series, played 
at Perth’s Melville Glades Golf Club and 
Royal Fremantle Golf Club.

For the men, the Interstate Series was 
predicted to be a win for the powerful 
New South Wales team and, after 
reaching the final undefeated, there 
were few who thought differently, 
especially as a draw in the final was 
enough for them to take the title.

Victoria mounted its charge on day two 
with wins over Western Australia and 
Queensland and by the final, there was 
a feeling that their eight team members 
were playing their best golf.

The first point went to Victoria, when 
Matias Sanchez drained his sixth birdie 
putt on the 13th green to defeat Isaac 
Noh 6&5.

Within minutes, Will Heffernan held 
on to beat James Grierson 2&1 and 
Blake Collyer proved too good for Josh 
Armstrong, also winning 2&1.

When the undefeated Lukas Michel 
overcame another undefeated player 
Blake Windred 4&3, Victoria had four 
points and simply needed another half 
to take the title.

But getting ahead of yourself in golf is 
never advisable, and every player was 
reminded of that as the NSW team 
mounted its comeback.

Kyle Michel was beaten 3&2 by Kevin Yuan  
and then David Micheluzzi finally �

Photography: Justin Falconer

Opposite top: Victoria’s Women’s Interstate 
Series victory was the first of a double 
triumph. Standing (from left): Team Coach 
Darren Cole, Team Manager Lisa Jean,  
Gabi Ruffels, Montana Strauss, Golf Victoria 
High Performance Manager Ashley Marshall. 
Front: Linley Ooi, Kono Matsumoto,  
Olivia Kline, Stephanie Bunque.

Opposite bottom: The jubilant Victorian 
champions of the Men's Interstate Series. 
Standing (from left): Team Manager  
Brian Lasky, Cameron John, Zach Murray, 
Lukas Michel, Team Coach Marty Joyce 
and Golf Victoria High Performance 
Manager Ashley Marshall. Front: Kyle Michel, 
Blake Collyer, Will Heffernan, Matias Sanchez 
and Dave Micheluzzi.

Right: Matias Sanchez and  
Cameron John working in tandem.
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succumbed to world number 17 
amateur Harrison Endycott 3&2.

When Travis Smyth held his early lead 
to defeat Zach Murray 2&1, NSW had 
pulled back three wins with the only 
match still in the balance between 
Dylan Perry, the reigning Victorian 
Amateur and Riversdale Cup champion, 
and Cameron John, the freshly minted 
Australian Junior Champion. 

Dylan had jumped out to a four-hole 
lead after ten holes and Cameron, by 
his own admission, was struggling. 
“But I birdied the 11th and that got me 
going,” he said.

“Matias came out and started caddying 
for me. He explained the situation so I 
knew I had to make birdies to win.” And 
make birdies he did, grabbing the lead 
with three holes to play before losing 
16 and 17. To halve his match for the 
Vics to win, he had to win the last. 

His drive on the par-five 18th just 
missed the fairway but his lie was 
terrible. Somehow he managed to 
get an iron into play, leaving himself 
78 metres from the pin, but with his 
opponent in perfect position just 45 
metres out.

“This was a shot I’d been practising,” 
Cameron recalled, “and as I looked at it, 
I remembered a similar shot I played in 
the Riversdale Cup which hit the pin. I 
was thinking of holing it.”

And he nearly did. Cameron’s brilliant 
sand wedge finished a metre from the 
cup, leaving him with a don’t-give-the-
hole-away putt.

Dylan had a two-metre putt of his own 
to win the title for NSW but his attempt 

lipped out. Cameron had to make his. 
“I knew the guys were counting on me 
and my most important thought was, 
‘just hit a good putt’. If I hit a good putt 
and it missed, then I couldn’t complain.

“I got Matias to confirm my read. ‘How 
many times out of a hundred would 
you make this putt?’ he asked. ‘A 
hundred,’ I replied."

And he made it, giving Victoria a 4½ to 
3½ win.

It was a triumphant win for the Vics, 
their third win in the Interstate Series 
in the last four years – and it came just 
a day after the Victorian women had 
won their third in the last five years. 

While the Vic men had been 
underdogs, the Vic women were 
favourites but their final, also against 
NSW, would not be easy.

The first match saw Victoria’s Linley Ooi 
share a point with 14-year-old Belinda 
Ji, then Victorian captain Olivia Kline 
came from behind to beat her NSW 
counterpart, Amy Chu, one-up, thanks 
to a nail-biting 2.5 metre putt on the 
18th green.

Victoria’s Kono Matsumoto, a former 
Australian Junior Champion, led all the 
way in her match against Stephanie 
Kyriacou to win 3&2, but when NSW 
number three player Doey Choi holed a 
treacherous bunker shot for a 2&1 win 
over Stephanie Bunque, things were 
getting tight.

They got even tighter when Australian 
Junior Champion Grace Kim overcame 
Victoria’s Montana Strauss 3&2, 
meaning both teams were now on 2½ 
points, and all eyes turned to Victoria 

Golf Club junior Gabi Ruffels and her 
match with Hannah Park.

Both made pressure putts to halve 
16, then moved to the par-3 17th with 
Ruffels one-up. “The 17th is a tough 
par three and I wasn’t too disappointed 
when my five iron hit the back of the 
green, even though it did leave me with 
a long 25-footer, which I was able to 
run to about a metre,” Gabi said.

Park put her tee shot in the same 
bunker that Choi had found minutes 
earlier and nearly holed it. When she 
missed her four-footer coming back, 
Gabi was sitting pretty. 

“But I was so nervous. I couldn’t feel my 
fingers.”

Ruffels, who gave up a promising junior 
tennis career to concentrate on golf, 
said she was glad to have played the 
last match. “I really wanted to play at 
number one in the final to see how 
well I can play and how I handled the 
moment. I was pretty happy with the 
way things turned out.” 

Golf Victoria’s High Performance 
Manager Ashley Marshall said the wins 
by our men and women were fantastic 
results for Victorian golf. It was the 
second time in three years the two 
senior teams had triumphed.

“Some amazing golf gets played in the 
Interstate Series and this year was no 
different. Our women were favourites, 
while our men went into the final 
against the powerful New South Wales 
team who, on paper at least, were 
favourites and undefeated. Their win 
was something else.” n

From left: Thumbs up from Steph Bunque, Will Heffernan deep in thought, Kono Matsumoto all smiles.
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Gabi Ruffels was the best 
under-12 tennis player in 
Australia a few years ago. Now 

the 17-year-old is one of our brightest 
golfing prospects.

For the Year 12 student, the switch 
from tennis to golf was easy. She had 
simply lost her passion for one sport 
and found it for the other.

“I never enjoyed the competitive 
nature of tennis," she said, “so I simply 
stopped and picked up golf.”

It was the same decision her big brother, 
Ryan, made a few years earlier. He’s now 
a professional golfer, plying his wares on 
a handful of US Tour events and in South 
America, and doing so with aplomb.

For Gabi, playing the number one match 
in the recent Interstate Series in Perth 
and winning her crucial final match, 
which delivered the Victorian women 
the title, has stamped her as somebody 
who is made of the right stuff.

So says her caddie in that series and 
somebody who knows a thing or two 
about what’s required for success.

Stacey Peters (nee Keating) is a two-
time winner on the Ladies European 
Tour. She accepted an invite from Golf 
Victoria to accompany the team to 
Perth where she soon found herself 
caddying for friend and fellow Victoria 
Golf Club member Gabi Ruffels.

It proved a magic combination. “I was 
supposed to caddie for different girls 
but I was successful with Gabi early and 
I don’t think they wanted to tempt fate 
by changing anything,” Stacey said.

With the entire series coming down 
to the final few holes, Stacey said her 
main responsibility was keeping  
her player calm.

“I tried to keep her talking…  
keep her upbeat. As for her  
final putt, I knew she’d knock  
that straight in.”

Gabi wasn’t quite as confident and 
admits to never feeling so nervous on a 
golf course. “It was great having Stacey 
there to help keep me calm and to 
offer advice on things… what clubs to 
hit, where to hit them, the best thing to 
do around the greens.”

Two people who weren’t there giving 
Gabi advice were her parents, Ray Ruffels 
and Anna-Maria Fernandez, both former 
professional tennis players and keen 
social golfers.

They stayed home in Melbourne, 
following events online. As they have 
done with Ryan’s career, the two prefer 
not to involve themselves directly in 
their children’s sporting pursuits.

“Our parents are really relaxed about 
our sport,” Gabi said. “They don’t 
get too involved. They say we’ve got 
coaches to do that.”

For now, Gabi will concentrate on Year 
12 at Haileybury College and next year 
attending college somewhere in America, 
the country where she was born.

But fear not, any success she achieves 
on the world golfing scene will be done 
under the Australian flag.

“Australia is where I started playing. 
Where I call ‘home’.” n

GABI HOME FOR

THE BIG
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OF YOUTH
WEALTH

OF YOUTH

tournament by Martin Blake       @martinj_blake

Â
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Commonwealth Golf Club is 
celebrating an unprecedented 
“Triple Crown”, winning all 
three Metropolitan Pennant 
Division One Pennant flags  
for Men, Women and Colts. 
MARTIN BLAKE reports on the 
young guns who countered  
a more seasoned team from 
The National in the Men’s final 
at Keysborough.
Cameron John had a fair idea what he was in for at Golf 
Victoria's Division One pennant final at Keysborough.

As Commonwealth's number one player, John was 
aware that his likely opponent, The National's Mitch 
Brown, was a former NZ PGA champion who had just 
returned from China where he had earned a playing 
card for the PGA Tour China. Not only that, but they 
had played together once – at the Oates Vic Open in 
2015 – and Brown had shot 62 in the second round, 
a course record on the Creek layout.

John walked to the first tee prepared. "I was like, 
'yeah, I know he can play’,'' said the teenager. "I said 
'well done' on the first tee, and I knew it was going to 
be a tough match.''

In a snapshot, this was the task confronting 
Commonwealth in the pennant final on a glorious 
May afternoon. Just as the 18-year-old Australian 
Junior Champion John was taking on a seasoned pro, 
so was the club's captain and number two player 
Zach Murray, just 20, who was pitted against Daniel 
Popovic, winner of the Australian PGA Championship 
in 2013.

Of course, Cameron John and Zach Murray are 
among the best young players in the country. But 
it was the fact that they did not flinch that won the 
final for Commonwealth for a third time in the past 
four years.

In perfect conditions, John took down Brown 4&2 
and Murray dominated Popovich 6&5. Once number 
three player Frazer Droop's commanding 7&6 win 
over The National's Tom Limon was thrown in with 
number six player Mitchell Venables' 2&1 victory 
over Liam Reaper, the lads from Commonwealth had 
secured the four points needed to take the title.

That the top three players prevailed, and in particular 
John and Murray, was a form of vindication for Golf 
Victoria's controversial decision in 2014 to include 
professionals in pennant play. It was the day that the 
young amateurs showed that they could cut it.

It was close, despite Commonwealth's status as the 
top team and overwhelming favorite. Its only defeat 
all season had been by The National, and finishing 
at the head of a ladder can be a burden in any 
sport. Realistically, Commonwealth still had to get 
the job done. �

Photography: Paul Shire

COMMONWEALTH

ZACH MURRAY

GARRY SLUCE

FRAZER DROOP

MITCHELL  VENABLES

C AMERON JOHN

LIAM GRANSDEN

TOM COULING
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John came into the final on a roll, having holed the 
winning putt for Victoria at the Interstate Series in 
Perth just a week earlier, but he lost the first two 
holes to Brown, hitting the water down the left of 
the second, and was quickly under pressure until he 
picked up the deficit at the fourth and fifth.

"I started bogey-bogey, which was poor, but I've 
been doing some stuff with my swing so I knew that 
was a possibility,'' he said. "I got it going, birdied 
four and five, we were square basically all day, then I 
birdied four of my last five holes, which was a pretty 
good way to finish.''

Playing the last of the seven matches, John was 
oblivious to the closeness of the scores for much of 
the day but by the time he reached the 15th hole, he 
knew that he needed the point from his match for 
Commonwealth to win. By that stage, The National's 
captain Clay Nicholls had beaten Liam Gransden 2&1, 
Andrew Villinger had taken down Garry Sluce 5&3, 
while Tom Bayliss had defeated Tom Couling 2&1, 
and it was three points all.

The good news for Commonwealth was that John 
had hauled himself to three-up. At the par-three 
15th, both he and Brown hit it close and after Brown 
missed, John had a putt for the match which burned 
the hole. On to the 16th, with Brown needing to win 
the hole, The National's number one player found 
the greenside trap to the right, while John was safely 
aboard the elevated green. Once Brown missed his 
par-saving putt from just 1.5 metres, it was over.

"The top order was really good,'' said John. " Last 
time Frazer lost to Mitch, but this time we got all 
three of those and that's the extra point.''

Brown was suitably impressed by his opponent. "I played 
pretty good for the majority of the day. I didn't get any 
putts, and he's a pretty good player. If he wasn't so 
young, I think he could turn pro pretty soon. But he's so 
young, he might as well play amateurs for a while. He's 
the best I've played all year.''

It was the third 
time in four years 
the club has pulled 
off the Men’s and 
Colts double.

NATIONAL

DANIEL  POPOVIC

LIAM REAPER

TOM BAYLISS

CL AY NICHOLL S

MITCHELL  BROWN

TOM LIMON

ANDREW VILLINGER
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Murray's defeat of Popovich was even more 
conclusive, set up by the Commonwealth captain 
winning the first six holes in a row. Popovich has had 
injury issues and played below his best but Murray, 
who was the only player who went through the 
pennant season undefeated, was white-hot.

"I was pretty nervous on the first tee, actually,'' said 
Murray. "But I've played with 'Poppa' a couple of times, 
maybe in a Victorian PGA, and one day we just had 
a game together. Obviously I respect everyone I play 
and I've been told from an early age that anything can 
happen on the day. You've just got to give 100 percent 
and whatever the result is, just keep moving forward. 
He's a very good player but he missed a couple of 
putts early and he was always fighting after that.''

The Commonwealth team had a heavy country 
emphasis, captained by Wodonga's Murray, with 
Droop and Gransden hailing from Yarrawonga, Sluce 
from Ballarat, Couling from Traralgon and  Venables 
from Merimbula. No sooner was pennant over, 
Murray and John were preparing for overseas trips, 
John to play the US Junior and Murray the British 
Amateur, among other big amateur tournaments.

Droop was just as impressive as the top two, 
reaching five-under through his 12 holes in 
dominating his match. The 20-year-old has begun 
a traineeship at Yarrawonga under his professional 
father Evan and with his Springsteen sideburns and 
well-groomed 'man bun', is finding an individuality 
that was lost a while back.

"I'm back to loving my golf again,'' he said. "I did lose it 
for a while, things got a little serious. I mean, I play my 
best golf when I'm having fun. It wasn't fun for awhile, 
it became a chore, a lot of the amateur events are 
intense, and I had gym work that I wasn't used to, plus 
I was travelling to Melbourne at least twice a week, 
doing at least 1200 kilometres a week, and it got to 
me after a while.

"The traineeship is a good balance, I get to practise 
when I'm at work sometimes when it's quiet, and you 
work a job so you're earning a bit of money. On top of 
that, you're trying to make a bit of money on Monday 
events, which are trainee events, and state titles 
which are worth a bit more. Playing for some money 
makes it easier to be motivated.''

At the presentation, The National's captain Clay Nicholls 
paid tribute to Commonwealth as being "the best team 
all year''. Murray, the winning captain, said the group 
had a special vibe. "Our manager, Michael Giulieri, said 
halfway through the year that this (against The National) 
would be the final, so we were ready and we were 
fortunate to get the three wins up top today, which was 
helpful. It's an awesome result for the club.'' n

COLTS FIRE FIRST SHOT FOR TRIPLE CROWN
Commonwealth not only landed the club’s sixth Colts flag this 
decade but set up the first Triple Crown in Victorian golf since 
Junior or Colts pennant was introduced in 1954.

The team of Tyson Gill, Caleb Bovalina, Caleb Perry, Daniel Gill 
and Mitchell Crabbe defeated Woodlands 3½ to 1½ and after 
receiving their flag, joined other club members following the 
closing stages of the Men’s and Women’s battles. 

It was Commonwealth’s eighth Colts Division One flag, including 
six in the last eight years. It was also the third time in four years 
the club has pulled off the Men’s and Colts double.

Since the Women’s final was shifted from Fridays to a Super 
Sunday format in 2010, Commonwealth has been presented 
at least one flag every year and of 24 possible flags, they have 
won 12 – an extraordinary feat.  

YEAR MEN WOMEN COLTS

2010 Waverley Commonwealth Commonwealth
2011 Kingswood Commonwealth Kingswood
2012 Yarra Yarra Kingston Heath Commonwealth
2013 Yarra Yarra Metropolitan Commonwealth
2014 Commonwealth Metropolitan Commonwealth
2015 Commonwealth Huntingdale Commonwealth
2016 Metropolitan Victoria Metropolitan
2017 Commonwealth Commonwealth Commonwealth



HAT TRICKHAT TRICK
COMMONWEALTH'S

tournament by Karen Harding
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Commonwealth went into the 
Division One Women’s pennant  
final as the underdog - but as 
KAREN HARDING discovered, 
the girls had some extra 
motivation to help them pull 
off a stunning victory and 
complete the club's perfect day. 

And so it came to the girls. With flags decided 
Commonwealth’s way in both the Colts and the 
Men’s, history – and the club’s supporters – waited. 
Would there be an unprecedented clean sweep of 
the three Division One Metropolitan Pennant finals?

Commonwealth, looking to avenge last year’s defeat 
by Victoria, the recognised powerhouse of women’s 
metropolitan golf, was, on paper, the underdog, and 
knew it. But matchplay golf is not played on paper, 
and Commonwealth was well prepared. 

From the get-go, the girls looked strong and 
committed. And they were. At a team meeting 
the night before, after a particularly solid practice 
session, lessons learned from the 2016 defeat 
were discussed. All players signed a hat bearing 
the Commonwealth logo - their individual pledge  
to give their all, for team-mates and for club. 

Said Wendy Swift, Women’s Pennant Manager at 
Commonwealth: “The girls were looking forward to the 
challenge because they were the underdogs; they were 
really looking forward to getting out there and having a 
red-hot go, and that’s all we could ask of them, really.” 

One by one the Commonwealth girls produced their 
best golf to pull off a stunning win, 5-2, an exact 
score reversal of not just the previous year’s final but 
the early-season meeting between the two clubs.

Victoria was dealt a sizeable blow before a ball was 
struck with the withdrawal of state player Stephanie 
Bunque, unwell throughout the week following the 
Victorian team’s win at the Interstate Series in Perth 
the previous weekend.

Leading out the matches, Commonwealth’s numbers 
seven and six were in control most of the day, Kim 
Kennedy turning two-up and holding that margin to 
defeat Jesika Clark 2&1 while Kai Shipp drew first blood, 
converting a three-up lead after nine into a 5&4 win 
over Lillie Callow. Both Kennedy and Shipp had solid 
seasons, Kennedy showing the form that brought her 
the 2013 and 2014 Commonwealth club championship 
trophy, while Shipp, in her first season with the club, 
showed a playing maturity beyond her years. 

Victoria fought back with wins to Bonnie Chignell 
2&1 over Ellen Pollock and Nasya Sohail two-up over 
Sheradyn Johnson. 

The number three match between the two Sues – 
Victoria’s Sue Wooster and Commonwealth’s Sue Laird 
– was a beauty. Players of similar standard and age, 
they were a great match-up. In a team of committed � 

Photography: Paul Shire
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players, none come any more so than Laird, who didn’t 
start golf until 38 years of age, worked extremely hard 
to make her low handicap of one, then overcame injury 
and time out from the game before putting in lots 
more work to regain that handicap, and who travels six 
hours, usually by road, from Coomealla in order to play 
or see coach Matt Cleverdon. 

Victoria’s two other members of the triumphant state 
team, Gabi Ruffels and Kono Matsumoto, played one and 
two respectively and, likely suffering an understandable 
let-down, both got off to poor starts against highly 
focussed opponents. Ruffels was two-down after two 
and Matsumoto three-down after three.

Ruffels grabbed birdies at the third and fourth to 
square-up her match against Alex Hilliard but then 
three pars in a row to Hilliard were good enough for 
three wins and when Ruffels three-putted from the 
front of the ninth green, Hilliard turned four-up. She 
had played the front nine one under par. Hilliard was 
a girl on a mission this season, winning five of her six 
matches and, more experienced than the rest, led 
her team-mates in determination and spirit.

The win 3&2 by Commonwealth’s Jo Flaherty over 
Matsumoto brought the flag ever closer. After her 
poor start, Matsumoto had birdied four and six to 
recover to one down before Flaherty won two in a 
row to turn three-up. From there, Matsumoto was 
never really allowed back in the match. For Flaherty 
it was a tremendous win, capping a superb season, 
and it was no fluke. She, too, played the front nine 
one under the card.

With three matches in and Commonwealth 
seemingly in charge of the two matches remaining - 
Laird and Hilliard both leading dormie three and just 
one halved hole from the vital win - victory looked 
assured and the club’s winning Colts team and a big 
band of supporters stood behind the 16th green 
ready to celebrate. 

But Victoria’s experienced captain Wooster delayed 
the celebrations when she sank a 30-footer for 
birdie and when Laird found bunker trouble on 17, 
that match headed down the 18th. 

Meanwhile, Ruffels found her target on the 16th, 
hitting to just over a metre and keeping her contest 
alive with a conceded birdie. As Laird strode down 
18 now just one-up - but with thoughts of the signed 
hat running through her mind - Hilliard found the 
bunker on the par-five 17th with Ruffels just off the 
edge of the green for two. 

Ruffels chipped two metres past the pin and Hilliard 
played a delightful bunker shot to less than a metre. 
When Ruffels missed her putt, she conceded the 
hole, the match 3&1 … and the flag.

Laird then provided the icing on the cake, winning 
the last to claim a two-up win over Wooster. 

Finally, Commonwealth supporters could let out 
their collective breath and leap in jubilation as the 
enormity of the achievement hit home. 

There is really no surprise that these two clubs 
were the finalists this season. Both have not just 

VICTORIA

LILLIE  C ALLOW

BONNIE  CHIGNELL

GABI  RUFFEL S

KONO MATSUMOTO

SUE WOOSTER

NASYA SOHAIL

JESIK A CL ARK
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Mercedes-Benz Geelong is an authorised Mercedes-Benz 
dealership with an extensive range of New, Demonstrator and 
Pre-Owned Mercedes-Benz vehicles.

We love golf and our vehicles are the perfect buggy to get you to 
and from the course with ample room for your clubs.

Drop in and see us, we are located an hour from Melbourne 
on the Princes Highway, gateway to the Surf Coast region.

www.mbgeelong.com.au

We share your passion.

1 Settlement Rd, Belmont (03) 5249 8200   LMCT 10391Mercedes-Benz Geelong

talented players but great depth, too, especially Victoria 
which had to call on that depth as it dealt with the 
extra-pennant demands on stellar players, The Big 
Three of Ruffels, Matsumoto and Bunque. 13 different 
players competed for Vic over the season where Comm 
used nine, rotating a handful to work out the strongest 
combination as the final loomed. 

The two clubs are also highly organised with tremendous 
developmental programs in place and great club 
support. Huntingdale, third behind Commonwealth 
on the season ladder by only four games and victor in 
Division One Friday pennant, is another. And the others 
aren’t too far behind either, with clubs recognising the 
opportunity pennant is to showcase the best of the best.

Indeed, the quality of the final was set up by one of 
the most exciting final rounds in pennant history. 
Following the penultimate round, five of the eight 
contesting clubs – Victoria, Commonwealth, Heidelberg, 
Huntingdale and Metropolitan - all sat on four wins, 
separated by only seven games between first and fifth. 
With four of them playing each other in the final round 
and Victoria missing Ruffels, Matsumoto and Bunque 
and needing to win against Southern – no pushover -  
to secure its berth, tension was high. 

“That last round felt like a final to us,” said Victoria’s 
Women’s Pennant Manager Kristine Vandertop. “There 
was a lot of pressure on us that last round and it was a 
very, very close call. (Victoria won 4&3). The ladder was 
amazing; everyone was astonished, I think.” 

Victoria’s situation in having three players of seven on 
state team duties was noted by Golf Victoria in allowing 
the club – on the basis of equity - to substitute players 
from its Friday team for the last round. Commonwealth, 
in the same situation with its men’s pennant team, 
understands well the disruption afforded by having elite 
players and both clubs acknowledge that it is part of the 
big picture. 

“Pennant is about the development of young players,” 
said Swift. “If you’ve got elite young players, that’s great, 
but there are going to be times when it’s difficult for the 
team. But that’s why they want to play pennant; they 
want to make their mark and go on to other things.” 

The standard of the competition now, some seven 
years after Women’s Golf Victoria moved one-half of 

Friday pennant to Sunday, vindicates that decision. Despite 
early opposition from some quarters, pennant has melded 
into two high-quality competition days and the impact on 
women’s golf is huge. 

“The quality of players is getting better and better, and the 
bar is being lifted every year with pennant,” said Vandertop.

It would be reasonable to expect disappointment from 
Victoria after having topped the home-and-aways, 
but there was only grace in defeat. “We congratulate 
Commonwealth,” said Vandertop. “We think they did a 
great job, they were fighting hard after last year’s loss and 
they were the better side on the day. It was a successful 
season for us. We’ll look back on it and say, really 
successful, we’ve got to finals two years in a row, won it 
last year, came second this year to a stronger team and 
we’re thrilled to bits. It augurs well for future years for us 
and we’ll come back fighting next year as well.”

For Commonwealth, jubilation. A plan set in place after the 
previous year’s defeat had delivered. The match-ups in the 
finals worked out well and the girls brought it when it was 
needed. “It was a big day!” said Swift.

As for the hat, it - along with the hats signed by each of the 
Colts and Men’s team members - will take up a prominent 
position in the Commonwealth clubhouse. A reminder of 
an historic day, and just what planning and a whole lot of 
commitment can do. n

"Pennant is about 
the development 
of young players."
- Wendy Swift



Golf & Fashion… 
A PERFECT FIT

feature by Bruce Matthews       @BruceMatthews54

Sue Imray (left) and Helen Bourne 
are a perfect fit at Royal Melbourne.
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Conversations between teacher and pupil on 
a golf practice range often lead to lasting 

friendships – maybe even the odd business deal.

When Royal Melbourne Head Professional 
Richard Hatt had a vision, instinct told him that 
Sue Imray, who had dropped in from nearby 
Victoria for a lesson, was the one to drive it.

It was just prior to Royal Melbourne hosting the 
1998 Presidents Cup when Hatt convinced his pupil 
to work part-time in the pro shop to assist female 
visitors to the biennial international championship.

When all the leaderboards, grandstands and 
other temporary infrastructure for the event were 
eventually cleared away and everyone moved on, 
Imray stayed. And she's still there as the club's 
women's retail manager and buyer, after nearly 
20 years.

"There was a void in women's clothing. I knew 
there was a gap, so I started to go down the road 
of ordering some ladies’ products. But I knew I 
needed a lady to drive it. And it just so happened 
I was teaching Sue and it was getting close to the 
Presidents Cup," Hatt said.

Imray had run a boutique at her husband's luxury car 
dealership and Hatt's clever timing to get her involved 
during the international teams event showed the 
possibilities for the pro shop partnership.

"It was a really extraordinary experience. I don't think 
I've seen anything like it; we just had so many people 
coming into our shop. Like people who had hired a jet 

to send an assistant in to buy 30 shirts. We couldn't 
believe it. That sowed the seed in my mind that this 
looks like it's going to be a great venture," Imray said.

"Together we worked on his vision and developed 
the women's business. As well as being visionary, 
Richard is accepting of other peoples' ideas as well."

Royal Melbourne's pro shop is a pacesetter for men's 
and women's clothing as well as the standard golf 
equipment. A large section of the shop is devoted 
to the Women On Course venture, run by Imray and 
fellow Victoria Golf Club member Helen Bourne, who 
joined as a retail assistant 16 years ago.

The pair embraces social media with a Women on 
Course Facebook page and run a customer base and 
loyalty program for members and non-members. 

Both Imray and Bourne play off handicaps around 
the 20-mark at Victoria, but rarely get to play 
together because they organise their work schedules 
to ensure one of them is in the shop every weekday.

"Girls from other clubs come to buy here because 
they know Sue and Helen” Hatt said. “It's a credit to 
Sue, it’s all her doing. I just pay the bills. It's really 
her baby. We have lots of tussles over stock, but 
she does a lot more than she needs to do. 

"We're the number one club and we need to have 
the best pro shop in Australia. It's that simple.”

"Pro shops are blokey places, most pros and 
assistant pros are men. And most guys hate 
shopping while the girls love it. They love the 
fashion, whereas we have some guys here � 

"Girls from other 

clubs come to 

buy here because 

they know Sue 

and Helen.”

Photography: Andy Brownbill

It makes sense when you think about. If you are selling golf fashion to women, 
it helps if the shop is stocked by women golfers. BRUCE MATTHEWS reports.
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wearing shirts that are 15 years old. A girl has a better 
eye for that look. I can order it, but probably not get it 
right. Sue knows the sizes, she knows what she wants 
and what girls want, and she hits the right model."

While a golfer will pencil in a demonstration day 
at their club or preferred retail outlet to trial the 
latest equipment, Royal Melbourne's women 
retailers focus on the fashion shows or a tour by 
an agent of the latest range to order products, 
normally six months in advance.

"Sometimes people bring it to us, but others I 
go and have a look when they show it at a hotel 
or golf club. We go and view the range and that 
happens a couple of times a year," Imray said.

"The biggest supplier is Daily Sports, a Swedish 
brand. Just about every female golfer will have  
a pair of their pants. They are certainly our 
biggest brand.

"At the start, there was very little clothing that 
was specific for women. When I first started in the 
shop navy and white was the thing of the day, and 
slowly but surely companies started to introduce 
women’s ranges for golfers. A lot of agents started 
to bring in international brands.

"Clubs were still very strict on skirts and the length 
of skirts in those days. Thankfully, there's so much 
more tolerance now. In fact, women have far more 

scope with clothes now, they don't have to worry 
about tucking in a shirt like the men do. 

"When we have a lot of visitors here, they tend to 
buy men's gear because of the (Royal Melbourne) 
logo on the shirt. The rest of the time it's probably 
a 50-50 split. I think it's still largely fashion with 
the women, certainly in this club. The men tend to 
buy for practicality whereas the women will buy an 
outfit. They won't just buy one item, they will put it 
all together and see it as a fashion experience.

"Women want to look good as well as feel good 
whereas the men look at it as just a shirt. We know 
what people want. We have a lot of golfers from 
other clubs who come here because we have the 
range. A lot more clubs are realising that if you 
haven't got a woman in the shop, then you're not 
going to really succeed because women like to 
consult a woman when they buy an item.

"Customer service is very important to us and 
is a major part of the success of our business. 
We have vast experience in the women's golf 
clothing industry and have long-standing business 
relationships with many of our suppliers."

Hatt and his fellow head pro Bruce Green are 
also well aware of the value of a long, successful 
partnership and will fight to keep their female 
colleagues. "Sue has to give me one year's notice 
when she leaves," Hatt said. n
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Winter Golf 
Deals - Now On

MIDWEEK 18  -  $72 WITH A CART,  $59 WALKING 
LESS FOR SENIORS & PARTNER GROUPS 

 

MIDWEEK 18  -  $45  WITH A CART 
LESS  FOR SENIORS & PARTNER GROUPS 

 

www.gsmgolf.com.au



feature by Graham Eccles
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Turn left off the Hume Highway at 
Beveridge, north of Kalkallo, and 
the road to Mandalay stretches 
out ahead. But there are no flyin’ 
fishes playing out here and the 
dawn doesn’t come up like thunder 
as Rudyard Kipling penned so 
memorably in his poem Mandalay.

It’s all about golf at the end of this road, 
where Victoria’s latest residential golf 
course development has become home 
to the Victorian Golf League’s newest 
affiliate, the buzzing Club Mandalay, less 
than an hour’s drive north of Melbourne. 

Today, the fledgling club boasts a 
membership of 401 and growing. 
Eighteen months ago, the figure was 
only 178 but it’s easy to understand the 
sharp jump.

Designed by Thomson Perrett and 
with that familiar “links golf” feel so 
reminiscent of Peter Thomson designs, 
Club Mandalay has been operating for 

little more than four years and already 
has been ranked 56 among Australia’s 
top 100 golf courses.

Adding to the appeal of this challenging 
6285m layout is the stunning $8 million 
clubhouse that was opened only two 
years ago. Boasting fine dining, a fully-
equipped gym and heated outdoor 
pool, it is little wonder Club Mandalay is 
something of an overnight sensation.

While thousands of other golfers 
under the VGL umbrella play on 
council-owned public courses across 
metropolitan Melbourne, members 
at the privately-developed Club 
Mandalay clearly enjoy facilities more 
akin to a holiday resort course.

Already there are rumours this piece 
of golfing heaven eventually will 
become a private members course 
as happened to some former VGL 
clubs like Medway, Patterson River, 
Rosanna, Eastwood and Latrobe. �

Being a member of a private club is a world 
away for thousands of players in the Victorian 
Golf League who enjoy competitive golf and 
the “close to community” feel of playing on 
Council-run links. GRAHAM ECCLES reports.

Photography: Paul Shire
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But Club Mandalay’s General 
Manager, Wayne Sutherland, who 
had a similar role at Sandhurst and 
Sanctuary Lakes, begs to differ. “I 
doubt we will ever become a purely 
private golf course,” he said.

“The way we are set up, the club will be 
a blend of membership and visitor golf. 
It’s an exciting place to be right now. 
Senior midweek golf has exploded 
because of our unique member 
referral program that gives members a 
10% discount off their subscriptions for 
each new member they refer.

“Some members have brought in as 
many as 10 people so they will soon 
be playing for nothing!”

Because of its origins, the long-
term future of Club Mandalay 
seems assured, a scenario that isn’t 
guaranteed for the 37 other VGL clubs 
that are constantly hostage to the 
policy vagaries of their council owners.

Fortunately, the sale of valuable public 
golf course land for other purposes, 

such as the disposal of Moorabbin in 
2007, is a rare event. And at Creekside 
Golf Club that plays on Whitehorse 
Council-owned Morack golf course, the 
very opposite is the case.

In March, the council endorsed a 
Strategic Plan to spend close to $8 
million on course improvements at 
Morack, including the introduction of 
warm season grasses to all fairways, 
redevelopment of the pro shop and 
clubhouse, expansion of the driving 
range and other recommendations.

Club President Hugh Williams believes 
the major revamp of Morack should 
provide an incentive for three other 
clubs that use the course to merge 
with Creekside and form a single 
body that would have more clout in 
dealing with the council.

“We presently have 140 members that 
would rise to about 400 if we were one 
club. Right now there are the Morack 
Seniors, who play on a Wednesday, 
and a Thursday Ladies club. There is 

also the 80-strong Tuesday Ladies, 
who are not affiliated and run their 
own handicapping system. 

“We discussed a merger two years 
ago and at the time we couldn’t see 
the advantages of coming together. 
Everyone had their own organisation, 
their own honour boards, and crockery 
and cutlery locked away in cupboards. 

“But with Whitehorse about to 
spend millions on the place, it’s a 
great opportunity to get all four 
of us together. We envisage an 
overarching organisation to look 
after administration in general and 
committees at the lower level to run 
our competitions.

“Primarily, we don’t manage the golf 
course so we are really all about 
running competitions and social 
activities. The advantages are obvious.” 

Formed in 1977 and affiliated with 
the VGL four years later, Creekside is 
a proud club with a strong record of 
success in pennant competitions. Last 
year, its Men’s Handicap team won 
the Division One title after rising from 
Division Four in 2011. But it was the 
women who really iced the cake.

With only 25 women members, three 
of them took out major titles in the 
VGL Ladies Finals played at Waterford 
Valley – Jan Scane became Women’s 
Champion of Champions, Ruby 
Krause the League’s Gross Champion 
and Sue Collins the Nett Champion. 

It’s little wonder the VGL’s newest affiliate Club Mandalay is an overnight sensation.

Creekside cleaned up at the VGL Ladies Finals last year. From left, Ruby Krause, Jan Scane and Sue Collins all won major trophies.
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www.eastwoodretirement.com.au 
20 Evergreen Way (off Howitt Ave), Eastwood Bairnsdale VIC 3875  Tel: 03 5152 9300

Eastwood Retirement in Bairnsdale offers independent living with freedom 
and security for over 55’s.

Bairnsdale has top class hospital and healthcare, shopping and daily V-Line train 
services to Melbourne.The Community Centre has indoor heated pool, gym, 
library and daily activities. 

Brand new 2 & 3 bedroom, fully equipped villas with maintenance taken care of 
means you have more time to get out on one of the 4 nearby golf courses.

VICTORIAN SENIOR AMATEUR GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP SPONSOR

ENJOY A CLUBHOUSE FEEL EVERYDAY
Eastwood Retirement invites you to

GET IN 
THE SWING 

& MAKE 
THE MOVE When you visit 

East Gippsland for the 
Victorian Seniors Golf 

Championships, 
drop in to Eastwood 

Retirement for a Tour. 

Please call Jeanette on 
(03) 5152 9300 

to arrange.

Like Creekside, Centenary Park in 
Frankston is also looking forward 
to the implementation of the local 
council’s multi-million dollar master 
plan prepared by course architects 
Golf Strategies International. 

The largest of all the VGL clubs with 
close to 500 members, Centenary Park 
also is one of the oldest. Formed in 
1938 as Frankston Municipal Golf Club, 
Frankston Council in 1974 relocated 
the course from where part of 
Frankston Hospital now stands to its 
present site in McClelland Drive.

Former Club President and now 
Captain of the VGL, George Weaver, 
said the League’s success was due 
largely to the people around the clubs. 
“If you haven’t got them, you are going 
to die,” he said. “We have a bloke who 
is now 81 and not all that well but he 
is always looking around the club and 
pointing out what needs fixing. He may 
not do it himself but he organises it.

“We have our own bar manager 
and we pay him $1500 a year to 
run it. Anyone else doing that sort 
of job would want $40,000 a year. 
The VGL’s own administration is a 

prime example – we have one paid 
employee, our executive officer, and 
he does 70% of the work.”

Another club, Glen Waverley, this year 
celebrates 50 years in the League, 
having come a long way since those 
early days when members would 
meet in a local church hall. Today the 
club has a membership of 280, down 
from its high point of 360.

“Like many clubs, it’s not easy to grow 
the membership these days,” said Club 
President Alan Brown. “We haven’t any 
juniors at all, which is very sad. 

“Basically we are a seniors club. It’s no  
use grizzling. We are still one of the 
biggest clubs playing on a public 
course in Victoria. And we have a great 
relationship with Monash Council with 
whom we meet quarterly.” 

To celebrate its 50-year milestone, the 
club recently invited the mayor to a 
cocktail party in the clubroom where 
the Ladies Committee launched an 
80-page booklet on the club’s history.   

Following an amalgamation with 39 
women’s clubs in 2012 and the many 
social clubs around the state, the VGL 

today represents close to 10,000 golfers.

The League’s Liaison Officer and 
former Vice-President, Peter 
Kingshott, said the amalgamation 
with the women’s body “has been 
extremely successful”.

“They now have an administration 
manager who runs their competitions 
and we don’t all have to have a 
president, secretary and treasurer – 
it’s all one function,” he said. “It’s been 
a very good marriage and one that 
has saved the women a lot of money.

“When Golf Victoria asked us to take 
over the social clubs, about 16 of them 
quickly came across, a number that 
has grown to about 50 clubs. We still 
have some way to go, but I have been 
running regular rules nights and the 
social clubs have been sending along a 
lot of their members. It’s a good sign.

“Overall, the League is in a really strong 
position. We are financially sound and 
feel we are providing a good service to 
all those golfers outside the norm of 
metropolitan golf clubs.” n
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• Division 1: Commonwealth 4 d. The National 3

• Division 4: Eynesbury 5 d. Churchill-Waverley 2 • Division 5: Riversdale 5 d. Patterson River 2

• Division 2: Kingston Heath 5 d. The National 2

• Division 2: Metropolitan 4 d. Eastwood 3

• Division 3: Green Acres 4 d. Spring Valley 3

• Division 3: Green Acres 4 d. Cranbourne 3

• Division 2: Kingston Heath 3 d. Huntingdale 2 • Division 3: Sanctuary Lakes 4½ d. Riversdale ½

2017 
HONOUR ROLL
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• Division 2: Southern 5 d. Kingston Heath 2 • Division 3: Heidelberg 4 d. Huntingdale 3

• Division 6: Box Hill 4 d. Sunshine 3
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• Division 1: Commonwealth 5 d. Victoria 2

• Division 1: Huntingdale 4 d. Victoria 3• Division 4: Gisborne 4½ d. Latrobe 2½

• Division 4: Eastern 6 d. Centenary Park 1
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• Division 1: Commonwealth 3½ d. Woodlands 1½

• Division 4: Keysborough 4 d. Eastwood 1 • Division 5: Eastern 3 d. Whittlesea 2
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Golf coverage is 
not what it used to be...

it's better
If you think a stream is a small, gentle river, that a platform is where trains arrive,  
a handle is how you open a door and a pod is a casing for peas - then you can learn 
something from our special feature on golf and the media. Golf Victoria Magazine  
Co-Editor MARK HARDING looks at how media coverage of the sport has changed over  
the years and GREG OAKFORD, Golf Victoria's Marketing and Communications Manager, 
explains the new media from the sport's perspective.

It’s probably hard for anyone born in 
the internet age, from around 1990 
onwards, to fully appreciate how 

much the media has changed in barely 
a generation.

And equally hard for those born before 
then to fully embrace those changes 
which have so dramatically impacted 
on society.

We’re now in the era of opinion/celebrity 
journalism – with more than a little 
collateral damage to impartiality and the 
accurate, relevant coverage of events big 
and small.

The greatest changes have come to 
the oldest form of media – print – with 
interstate and international networking 
dramatically reducing coverage of issues 
at community level.

In sport specifically, and in Victoria 
specifically, saturation coverage of AFL 
football has been to the detriment of 
many other sports, which no longer 
receive the publicity they did in 
generations past. 

A lot of sports are entitled to be 
disappointed, even angry, at their 
decreased profile. But here’s the thing: 
golf isn’t one them.

Veteran golfers in every clubhouse 
may bemoan the lack of coverage of 
the sport in the mainstream media but 

they are missing the undeniable truth 
that the opportunities to follow golf are 
far greater today than ever before.

Greater even than the 1930s, '40s and '50s 
which saw the nation’s leading amateurs 
like Harry Williams, Bill Edgar, Doug Bachli, 
Eric Routley and their peers receive media 
coverage the equal of professionals. 

Back in 1935 when Williams was on his 
way to one of his five Victorian Amateur 
Championships, the Sporting Globe 
ran the story of him topping qualifying 
at Kingston Heath across the full eight 
columns of page five. 

When Williams was lost to the game in 
his early 20s, one of the big reasons 
was said to be how uncomfortable he 
was with the public attention. 

In 1949, Bachli won his first Victorian 
Amateur title on Victoria Derby Day. 
The report of that victory in Monday’s 
Argus newspaper was relegated to the 
inside sports pages because the back 
page was taken up by the Melbourne 
Cup Eve previews. 

But the report still ran about 1000 words 
and, on the same page, Slazenger ran 
a prominent advertisement declaring 
Bachli had used Slazenger’s “HT” golf ball 
and Bobby Locke golf clubs. 

Even after the advent of television 
in 1956, amateur golf received wide 
coverage in the mainstream media 
with golf writers like Jack Dillon and 
the legend of the craft, Don Lawrence, 
giving the football, racing and cricket 

Big headlines for amateur golf… from The Sporting Globe,  
Saturday September 7, 1935 (above).

Advertisement from The Argus, Monday Oct 31, 1949 (right).

feature by Mark Harding       @HardingMedia
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writers a run for their money in the 
battle for space on the back pages.

Those were the days a sports editor 
wouldn’t dare leave out the daily club 
golf results, pennant matches not only 
received space in the results section 
but brief match reports, and The Age 
and The Sun not only had full time 
male golf writers but the likes of Peg 
McMahon and Di Gatehouse covering 
women’s amateur golf.

Could you imagine that level of 
newspaper coverage today? The best 
chance the Victorian Amateur final has 
of newspaper coverage this year is if an 
AFL player is a spectator and gets hit 
on the head by a wayward drive.

But anyone lamenting the apparent 
indifference of today’s sports editors 
to some of golf’s time-honoured 
events should realise that mainstream 
newspapers and television aren’t 
needed anymore to keep up with 
what’s going on.

Watching the way coverage of golf unfolds 
these days is a sight to behold. At the 
Australian Amateur Championships 
at Yarra Yarra earlier this year, Golf 

Australia’s Media Manager Mark Hayes 
was busier than a one-armed wallpaperer, 
tweeting updates hole-by-hole in the early 
stages and shot-by-shot when it got tight 
at the end. For both men and women.

From anywhere, you could have 
followed Matias Sanchez on his way to 
victory simply via Twitter, with Hayes 
using his mobile phone to film birdie 
putts, par saves, big drives. And within 
minutes of the result, an interview, 
longer and more in-depth than you 
would have ever found on a television 
news report.

Not long afterwards, a full account 
of the victory could be read on the 
tournament website – with more words, 
more description, more space than 
the Argus, the Sporting Globe and The 
Age would ever have provided, even 
in the days when golf was proud of its 
mainstream media standing.

At the recent Interstate Teams Series, 
the combination of Golf Australia’s 
live scoring and Golf Victoria’s tweets 
enabled friends, relatives and fans 
to keep up with the thrilling finals 
matches, hole by hole.

And that raises another point. In 
the old media, it was every man for 
himself as journalists from rival news 
organisations competed against each 
for the best story or best angle. 

With the sport, by necessity, developing 
its own media platforms, it has formed 
a more united front –  teamwork which 
is likely to increase as Golf Australia, 
the state bodies, the PGA and ALPG 
all work co-operatively to maximise 
budgets and get their message out.  

A plethora of other golf websites, 
blogs and magazines still search for 
their own “scoops” and the major 
international news organisations like 
News Limited and Fairfax continue to 
cover the big pro tournaments. And 
even this magazine has expanded its 
focus, now available in three versions 
– print for those who like to feel their 
way through pages; e-mag, which is 
emailed; and iPad, with added value of 
extra pictures and embedded videos.

So don’t worry about what the old 
media is doing about golf. The new 
media is doing it better than ever. n

Cartoon: Paul Harvey
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The internet has been responsible 
for the biggest communication 
shift since the printing press, which 

Google says was around the 1440s.  
The world is now more connected than 
ever before, with an astonishing amount 
of information at our fingertips.

What needs to be appreciated in 
this new media-fragmented world 
is that there are so many options to 
consume. You might be comfortable 
with searching a website and using 
YouTube, whilst your child wants their 
content in the form of an image or 
video on Instagram and Snapchat.

Because golf is ‘the game for life’ 
covering a broad spectrum of ages and 
demographics, it’s our job to do our 
best to speak to our audiences on the 
platforms on which they want to be 
communicated or are best reached.

So, how has this affected golf? What is 
golf doing differently opposed to five, 
10, 20 years ago?

With barriers lowered on publishing 
own content, golf has done what many 
other sports have done and driven 
people to their own destinations.

Take club golf results, for example. While 
these have been reduced or stripped 

away completely from the daily papers, 
they are still available. They’ve just been 
relocated. Look for club golf results every 
day on golfvic.org.au under ‘Club Support’.

Pennant results, too, spike internet 
traffic on the GV website and you’ll 
find plenty of news and video content 
on this popular competition at  
www.golfvic.org.au/pennant, or go 
through Championships and Events.

Let’s highlight some initiatives that 
wouldn’t have happened in yesteryear.

In the past 12 months, the Victorian 
Boys and Girls Championships (Yarra 
Yarra Golf Club), the Victorian Junior 
Masters (Churchill Waverley Golf & 
Bowls Club) and the Oates Vic Open 
(Thirteenth Beach Golf Links) have 
all been live streamed, making the 
tournaments available free-to-watch to 
anyone in Australia, and the world for 
that matter.

The live streams were viewable at 
golfvic.org.au, GV’s Facebook page, 
GV’s YouTube Channel and vicopengolf.
com for the Oates Vic Open. These 
new distribution channels are not the 
ABC, Channel 7, Channel 9, Channel 10 
or SBS, but they can serve the same 
purpose, putting eyeballs to our game.

The 2017 Oates Vic Open live stream 
enjoyed significant growth on its 2016 
figures, generating a 500% increase 
in viewership and surpassing 100,000 
views with replay numbers included. In 
fact, the 2017 Oates Vic Open was the 
first professional women’s tournament 
in the world to be broadcast via 
Facebook LIVE, with the LPGA following 
suit just a month later to showcase one 
of their Symetra Tour events over the 
same platform.

It will be fascinating to see how the 
product of live streaming plays out 
in the next five to 10 years as it’s a 
well-known fact within the advertising 
industry that live sports and events 
are the only content that can counter 
the ‘on-demand’ media consumption 
society we’ve become.

Why is this important? Because just 
about all other media can be consumed 
on ‘our time’, meaning commercials 
are being skipped or not in there at 
all (think Netflix and Stan). Having live 
golf coverage that attracts a growing 
audience will be a desirable asset as we 
look to the future.  

Golf Victoria TV (GVTV) was launched 
in January 2015 as a new way to cover 
some major events on the GV calendar 

EXTRA!
EXTRA!
POST ALL ABOUT IT…

feature

More than 80 per cent of Australian adults now own a smartphone, 
which means they have a TV or computer in their pocket at all times. 

GREG OAKFORD explains what golf is doing to take advantage of this new 
world of communication.

by Greg Oakford               @GregOakford
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as well as deliver special interviews, 
tips, rules and news from around the 
state. Thirty-two videos later and over 
121,500 views across YouTube and 
Facebook, GVTV has helped showcase 
golf in a way that was not previously 
possible in the old media landscape. 

Golf Australia (GA) and the PGA of 
Australia have also been on the front 
foot embracing new initiatives with 
GA introducing Emirates Australian 
Open Radio (AO Radio) and the PGA 
recently launching PGA TV. AO Radio 
and its lineup of talent including Mark 
Allen, Andy Maher, Mike Clayton, 
Martin Blake, Daniel Harford and Mark 
Hayes have added a new dimension 
for spectators at the course and for 
listeners around the world tuning in via 
the tournament app or a selection of 
radio stations.

PGA TV’s intention is to showcase 
more of the Australian professional 
events on the ISPS Handa PGA Tour of 
Australasia through live streaming, with 
many lower profile events previously 
only generating written coverage or the 
occasional radio cross.

And, as of late May, an exciting new 
golf podcast called ‘Inside the Ropes’ is 
available to listen to at golf.org.au and 

through many podcast audio platforms 
such as iTunes and Stitcher. What’s 
a podcast, you ask? Think audio on-
demand! You listen to the audio when 
it’s convenient for you.

‘Inside the Ropes’ is an initiative 
from Golf Australia and many of the 
state bodies around the country 
including Golf Victoria. There will be 
a weekly national show running for 
approximately 40 minutes, covering  
all aspects of Australian golf and 
delivering some compelling interviews 
with a variety of guests that golf fans � 

snapchat.com/golfvictoria

twitter.com/VicOpenGolf

twitter.com/golf_vic

youtube.com/golfvictoria

linkedin.com/company/golf-victoria

instagram.com/golf_vic

facebook.com/GolfVictoria

Inside the Ropes (podcast)

vicopengolf.com

E-Newsletter

E-Magazine

iPad magazine

golfvic.org.au

GVTV (GolfVic TV)

GV SOCIAL 
MEDIA PLATFORMS
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Take a walk INSIDE THE ROPES with a 
brand new GOLF PODCAST and radio 

show from RSN Radio, Golf Australia and the 
State/Territory golf associations.

 ON AIR: 6-7am every Sunday on RSN 927 AM

 ON DEMAND:  golfvic.org.au, iTunes 
and all the best podcast apps

Each week hosts ANDY MAHER and MARK HAYES will 
bring you news, views and special guests from around the 

world, across Australia and even your local club. Six issues per year.
Digital versions are FREE!
Go to golfvic.org.au/magazine to sign up.

M A G A Z I N E  V E R S I O N S

 will love. On top of the national show, 
Golf Victoria will have approximately 
10 minutes of Victoria-specific content 
each week, available for free to all 
Victorians via golfvic.org.au. This same 
model will be rolled out to other state 
bodies around the country.

So, going forwards, what can golf  
do better? In a nutshell, become  
a media company.

Thanks to the internet and burgeoning 
technology, golf no longer needs to sit 
back and hope it gets picked up by an 
established (and often now declining) 
media organisation. We should choose 
to pick ourselves! The more quality 
content we can produce to attract 
audiences and add value to participants 
of our great game, the better off we’ll be.

Despite no longer needing to rely on 
media companies to give golf content 
oxygen, would it be advantageous 
to generate further coverage from 
traditional media sources? Absolutely. 
Traditional media is still highly valuable 
but the way it operates has changed so 
golf must adjust with that change.

Here’s to more live streaming of golf 
events, to more written coverage of all 
aspects of the game, to more videos 
providing interesting insights and 
tips, to more audio coverage and to 
developing media assets that make 
traditional media take notice. n
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When Matthew Griffin steps onto the first tee at Royal Birkdale on the third 
Thursday in July this year, it’s likely to be either very early in the morning or 

very late in the afternoon.

And he couldn’t care less. Just to be playing in his first golf ‘major’, and the Open 
Championship at that, will make him the happiest golfer on the planet.

“It’s what I’ve played golf my whole life for,” Griffin said during a practice session at 
his home ‘track’, Victoria Golf Club. “As a kid growing up, you dream of playing in a 
major championship; it’s the thing you are most passionate about.”

It is, perhaps, something of a surprise that Griffin, 33, who for many years now has 
been among the top echelon of Australia’s pro golfers, has had to wait so long to 
realise this burning ambition. It demonstrates just how hard it is to secure a spot on 
golf’s biggest stage.

He’s won six tournaments – three in Australasia and three in Korea – and for the 
past two years has plied his trade on the lucrative Japanese PGA Tour.  “I really enjoy 
the culture and it’s a good group of guys up there. I probably haven’t played my best 
golf yet, but hopefully I can get a couple of wins up there in the next few years.”

That is, unless his eagerly awaited venture into golf’s rarest atmosphere takes him 
down a different path. He is very much aware of the fact that a win, or even a top-
five finish, at Royal Birkdale will take him closer to golf’s holy grail, the USPGA Tour.

That, no doubt, was on his mind some six weeks before the Open Championship, 
when he headed to the US at the beginning of June to play the PGA Tour’s Memorial 
Tournament on a sponsor invite. Already he had made one foray into the big time this 
year, his 2016 Australasian Order of Merit win earning him a start in the WGC Mexico 
Championship, making a less than auspicious US debut, beginning with a seven-over-par 
round of 78, followed by two rounds of 77.

MATT FLAGS

INTENTIONS
OPENHIS

Victorian golfers Matt Griffin and Ashley Hall  
have qualified for this year’s British Open. For both, 
it’s a chance to complete some unfinished business. 

BRIAN MELDRUM reports.

feature by Brian Meldrum
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“I was really disappointed with the way I played, 
given that going into the week I was in really 

good form,” he said. “Playing in something like that 
was a big step, so that was probably a factor.” There 

was no cut, so he played on all four days and an even 
par final round of 71 gave him something positive to take 

away from the experience.

Then, in the Memorial, he at least made the cut before injuring 
himself on the range and struggling on the weekend. Hopefully 
just a small bump on the journey which began when he qualified 
for the Open Championship with his nail-biting win in the OOM.

Going into the final tournament of the season, the Australian PGA 
Championship at Royal Pines, Griffin led the OOM from New Zealand 

golfer Mike Hendry. The Kiwi missed the cut but as Griffin worked his 
way to a mid-field finish, new challengers emerged in the shape of fellow 

Aussies Ashley Hall and Andrew Dodt, who were in the thick of things at the top of the 
leaderboard. A win to either would have vaulted them to the top.

“It was pretty tight,” Griffin said, and admits to looking over his shoulder a few times 
late in the tournament. “I was trying to play but I was also keeping my eye on the 
scoreboard, which I don’t think really helped my golf.”

In the end the PGA was won by US golfer Harold Varner III, with Dodt finishing 
second and Hall fourth. “I would have been happy for either of them if they won,” 
Griffin said, then laughed. “But I’m glad Harold did.” Interestingly, Hall had already 
earned a start in this year’s Open Championship by virtue of finishing tied second 
behind US superstar Jordan Speith in the Australian Open.

Griffin’s topping of the OOM was largely due to his dramatic win in the 2016 Handa 
New Zealand Open, and the manner of that victory is something he will take with 
him when he goes into battle with the world’s best players at Royal Birkdale.

Standing on the 72nd tee, Griffin was one shot adrift of Japanese star Hideto Tanihara 
and after a solid drive, played a brilliant approach shot to set up a winning birdie putt, 
and a two-shot turnaround when Tanihara found trouble and made bogey. “To win going 
down the stretch against a player such as Tanihara is a real confidence booster. It gives 
you comfort that you can meet the challenge and compete at that level,” Griffin said.

He firmly believes the conditions in England will suit him better than those he 
encountered in Mexico. “We played at altitude and on a different course than I’m 
accustomed to; the greens were very fast and a little bumpy.”

He’s no stranger to links golf, having played a number of times in the Dunhill Links 
Championship, played annually across three courses – the Old Course at St.Andrews, 
the great links at Carnoustie, and the very demanding layout at Kingsbarns. 

Griffin won’t be short of support when the Open starter sets him on his way. By knowing 
last December that he’d be be in the field, Griffin was able to get himself well organised, 
and that inlcuded renting two houses close to the course.

Two houses? “There’s a big crew going over – my fiance Liz, my parents, her 
parents, my brother and his girlfriend, Liz’s brother, my caddie from Japan, and a 
few other friends. All up we’ll have about 13 or 14 over there. �

Photography: Paul Shire
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For another Victorian golfer, this 
year’s Open Championship will 
be his second visit to the oldest 

major and the opportunity, perhaps, to 
deal with some unfinished business.

Ashley Hall qualified for the 2012 
Open Championship at Royal Lytham, 
but made a horrendous start to the 
tournament and found himself six over 
after nine holes.

He then played the back nine seven 
UNDER the card – the best of any 
golfer that week – and although he 
subsequently missed the cut by two 
strokes, came away believing he had it 
in him to compete at that level.

It took a while, but the belief became a 
reality in last year’s Emirates Australian 
Open at Royal Sydney where, after 
72 holes, he found himself in a three-
way tie for the lead, along with Aussie 
young gun Cameron Smith and – wait 
for it – Jordon Spieth.

The former world number one made 
a birdie on the first playoff hole to win 
but by finishing in a tie for second, both 
Hall and Smith booked themselves a 
trip to Royal Birkdale in July.

Hall says the whole of last season was 
about trying to resurrect his career 
but despite winning the Victorian PGA 
in February, by the time he got to the 
Australian Open he was resigned to 
having to find a job away from the course.

That notion, of course, was turned 
on its head at Royal Sydney and 
was consigned to the rubbish bin 
completely when he finished fourth in 
the Australian PGA Championship a 
week later.  “I joined the European (PGA) 
Tour as an affiliate member just before 
the PGA and my finish there put 52,000 

Euros on the money list,” Hall explained. 

“Playing the Open is a huge opportunity. 
It’s the biggest money event and a high 
finish would almost certainly get me a 
card to play in Europe next year.”

Also the Open Championship is an event 
on the USPGA Tour, another playing field 
upon which Hall has some unfinished 
business. In 2013 he qualified to play on 
the secondary tour, the Web.Com, and 
at back-to-back tournaments in June/July 
got into a playoff but couldn’t conjure 
up a win in either. Sadly, he fell less than 
$2000 short of making the top 25 on the 
money list, which would have secured 
him golf’s ‘gold pass’, a USPGA Tour card.

As his date with the Open 
Championship draws closer, Hall has 
been busily writing away to try and get 
invites into European tournaments, 
events such as the Irish Open and 
Scottish Open, but knows he’ll be lucky 
to get any. To counter that, he’s already 
booked practice rounds at three of the 
UK’s best known links courses – Royal 
St. Georges, Royal Cinque Ports and 
Princes – grouped together on Kent’s 
south-east coast.

Not that he is lacking in links 
experience. Far from it. “I played the 
British Amateur twice and one of those 
was at Birkdale. I don’t remember 
much of it but I played there the week 
before Lytham (in 2012) and that’s a 
little more fresh in my mind.”

He’s also played the Dunhill Links 
Championship on several occasions, 
finishing tied 22nd there in 2012, 
where one of his rounds included an 
eight–under-par 64 on the Old Course 
at St.Andrews, as good a test as any 
when it comes to links golf.

Hall’s cheer squad at Birkdale will rival 
Griffin’s. Wife Tara and his two young 
children, Cooper and Kaylee, will be 
there, along with his mum and dad, his 
caddy, and friends from the USA and 
Scotland. “It will be good; family is a 
very, very good distraction.”

He recalls his first round at Royal 
Lytham, when his tee time was 4.11pm. 
“Playing so late in the day, there was no 
routine for it. It was weird. At the time 
Cooper was only 10 months old and 
was crawling around the house. I didn’t 
have to think about golf or whatever, I 
just played with him.”

Hall remembers Royal Lytham as being 
very wet – it was the wettest summer 
on record in the UK – which he says 
detracted from its traditional bump-
and-run characteristic, something to 
which he’d been looking forward. It 
seems, though, he will get his wish at 
Royal Birkdale, as the UK prepares 
itself for one of the hottest summers 
on record.

“Great,” he said. “I’d love a really dry 
Open. It will be fun to test my skills  
on that.” n

HALL OR NOTHING
BID FOR OPEN

Ashley Hall has unfinished  
business at the British Open.

“It’s costing a fortune but it’s well worth it. I always seem to play at my best when 
I’ve got a lot of support.” That was certainly the case when he won last year’s NZ 
Open. It was the first time his parents had ventured overseas to watch him play, 
along with a host of other friends and family.

Quite obviously it is going to be a massive week for one who, as a kid, spent endless 
days learning to play the game around the shortest course in Melbourne’s sandbelt, 
the beaut, nine-hole layout at Cheltenham. But, for all the Open’s importance, it is the 
simplest thing that is uppermost in Griffin’s mind. “I’m going to make sure I enjoy every 
moment of it.” n
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Royal Birkdale, the Lancashire links where Peter Thomson 
won the first and the last of his Open Championships, 
is unsurprisingly held in high regard by Australian 

pros who have found much success in the dunes bordering 
Southport beach.

Thomson’s game was made for the British links and he won at 
Birkdale by driving often with his three-wood and using masterful 
judgment with his irons, playing shots with perfect force and 
trajectory, landing them in the right place and running them 
onto the green and up to the hole. Often criticized by Americans 
for not playing in the United States, Thomson rather preferred 
the much more sophisticated and interesting form of the game 
found away from the sub-standard courses the American tour 
played in the 1950s and 1960s.

His fine track record at Birkdale would be followed by more 
strong Aussie performances. Graham Marsh shot 64 in the 
final round of the 1983 Open, finishing a full nine holes ahead 
of the overnight leader Tom Watson and with high hopes of 
winning. In the end, the strong wind that Marsh had endured 
subsided over the final five or six holes, and Watson beat Hale 
Irwin and Andy Bean by one shot and Marsh by two.

Ian Baker-Finch, playing right at the top of his game in 1991, 
played the par-34 front nine in 29, cruised safely home in 37 
and beat Mike Harwood by two. 64 and 66 on the weekend 
was some pretty flash playing and a reminder of just how 
well Baker-Finch was playing at the end of the 1980s and 
the first few years of the nineties. He could really putt, as we 
all know, but his driver was ever reliable and the club which 
set up his whole game. It was hard to believe that same club 
would so torment him soon after he won The Open and 
drive him from the tour.

At the last Birkdale Open in 2008, Greg Norman was 53 
when he took the lead to the 55th tee, only to lose out 
to Padraig Harrington on a windy final afternoon. As Tom 
Watson would do the following year at Turnberry, Norman 
showed the links to be the most democratic form of the 
game as they could not be bashed into submission, unlike 
most weeks on the regular tour, by power alone.

With the Open Championship returning 
to Royal Birkdale in July, Golf Victoria 
columnist MIKE CLAYTON looks at the links 
course which has been a happy hunting 
ground for Australians over the years.

BIRKDALE A FAIR COURSE 
TO ADVANCE AUSTRALIA

clayton tees off
by Mike Clayton
 @MichaelClayto15

The great Peter Thomson won two of his five Open 
Championships at Royal Birkdale.
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Golf pros generally enjoy Birkdale, describing it variously as 
‘fair’, a course which ‘rewards good shots’ and the old and 
somewhat demeaning ,‘it’s all right there in front of you.’

As a rule, those who play for a living detest holes where it’s 
possible to get an odd or unpredictable bounce kicking the 
ball into a pot bunker or the rough. Of course, most golfers 
never remember or acknowledge the good bounces and some 
wouldn’t recognise a good break if it hit them in the face.

There are fewer bad bounces at Birkdale than any other links 
because the course is curiously predictable with its fairways 
cut low and flat through the big dunes bordering both sides 
of many fairways. It does, however, in stark contrast to St 
Andrews, make for brilliant spectating.

But whilst St Andrews is the most interesting of them all, Birkdale 
is arguably the least interesting and certainly it is the least quirky. 
The Open courses set an incredibly high bar and this is not to 
suggest Birkdale is by any means a poor course. It’s not remotely 
close to it but it’s not quite in the same class of Muirfield, St 
Georges, Lytham, The Old Course or Royal Portrush. 

Some see ‘quirk’ as critical to the interest of the links. Anyone 
who has played and enjoyed Prestwick will understand its quirk 
was a result of the ancient belief golf was best played over 
the land in its original form. There was no big earthmoving 
equipment to move the dunes or to ruin the little undulations 
so important to the play, and there was an emphasis on match 
play over stroke play so to lessen the annoyance of a bad 
hole or two. Birkdale is a much newer course, built at a time 
when much had changed and big machines were available for 
designers to alter natural landforms.

Others see quirk as a necessary evil, a product of the rumpled 
fairways offering both bad bounces but also odd, uneven 
stances. Still others think it an abomination, preferring instead 
to play fair, consistent and predictable courses where nothing 
comes as a surprise and there is little to interrupt a steady 
succession of threes, fours and the occasional five.

Either way, Birkdale hosts great Opens. Thomson’s fifth was 
significant because he was thought, at 35, to be past his best 
and most of the top players were there including Jack Nicklaus 
and Tony Lema, with whom he played and bettered on the 
final day. 

In 1971, Lee Trevino arrived in Southport having won the US and 
Canadian Opens in the previous two weeks and beat Lu Liang 
Huan, from Taiwan, who came to Melbourne 16 months later and 
won the World Cup at Royal Melbourne with Hsieh Min-Nan.

Five years later, Johnny Miller finished with 66 to beat 
Nicklaus and the 19-year old Severiano Ballesteros who had 

led by three with 17 holes to play. Whilst Miller took the 
trophy, it was the Spanish kid who defined the 1976 Open 
with his outrageous play capped off by the incredible chip 
between the bunkers at the final hole.

It goes without saying you have to be able to really play to 
win The Open, and the need to hit the ball solidly through 
the wind was emphasised in the era of wood and balata. 
That Thomson, Trevino, Miller and Watson won in the age of 
persimmon only highlights what great hitters they were and, 
despite there not being an abundance of oddity, Birkdale is 
surely a course to identify great champions. Hopefully this 
year it is one of ours. n

BIRKDALE A FAIR COURSE 
TO ADVANCE AUSTRALIA

" There are fewer bad bounces at Birkdale than any other 
links because the course is curiously predictable with its 

fairways cut low and flat through the big dunes bordering 
both sides of many fairways."

OPEN WINNERS AT ROYAL BIRKDALE

 1954 Peter Thomson 
  (Australia)

 Arnold Palmer 1961 
 (USA)

 1965 Peter Thomson 
  (Australia)

 Lee Trevino 1971 
 (USA)

 1976 Johnny Miller 
  (USA)

 Tom Watson 1983 
 (USA)

 1991 Ian Baker-Finch 
  (Australia)

 Mark O’Meara 1998 
 (USA)

 2008 Padraig Harrington 
  (Ireland)

Photography: courtesy Golf Australia
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The great Arnold Palmer once described golf as deceptively 
simple and endlessly complicated. For Ken Withers,  

the latter rarely applies. 

In a sport as fickle as it is frustrating, the feat of matching or 
beating your age is a pipedream for players in their golden 
years. For Ken Withers, it’s par for the course.

Ken, who turned 80 in January, has shot or beaten his age 
an astounding 228 times playing around the notoriously 
hazardous bends of Berwick Montuna, where he has been  
a member for 27 years. 

“Every one of them has been at Berwick Montuna, but I’ve 
had a couple of unofficial beats elsewhere that I never 
followed through with,” he says. “A lot of my pennant 
matches over the years have finished on the 13th hole 
because I was so far in front, so I would have beaten my  
age about 15 more times if we'd finished those ones.

“When I played pennant, I didn’t get beaten in three years, 
and that was when I was in my 60s. A lot of the young blokes 
I played throughout my time playing pennant with Peninsula 
and Merimbula Far South Coast would hit it a lot further than 
me, but I always got them on the greens.”

Ken’s first age beat came back in 2002 when he was 65. He 
shot seven birdies to record a six-under-par 63. His most 
recent, much like the first, was a resounding one. Ken shot 
72 off the stick. “I was eight under my age that day, would 
you believe?”

Whichever way you spin it, the figures are almost unbelievable. 
Astounding for a lifelong golfer, and even more so for a man 
who didn’t pick up an iron until he was 40.

In his prime during the 1990s, Ken managed to play to a 
handicap of four for the best part of a decade. Now playing 
twice a week off 11, he continues to defy the odds of age. 

TO PLAY TO ONE’S AGE IS THE 
HOLY GRAIL OF GOLF. TO DO  

IT EVEN ONCE IS REMARKABLE. 
KATE WITHERS TALKS TO A MAN 

WHO HAS DONE IT 228 TIMES  
– HER GRANDFATHER.

HEIGHTS

feature by Kate Withers
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To list every one of Ken’s golfing triumphs to date would 
be overkill, and with pure pragmatism he admits, “I’ve won 
nearly everything there is to win.”

But some we cannot neglect. In 30 years journeying to 
Merimbula for the annual Open Tournament, Ken has an 
astonishing 10 titles to his name. Triumphs at Berwick 
Montuna include a Montuna Open win in 1999, a Singles 
Knockout title, three Senior Club Championships, two 
Thewliss Bowl Championships, and five Mixed Foursomes 
titles. Three of which came alongside wife Maureen.

“I got into golf purely out of self-defence”, says Maureen. 
“Everywhere we went, people were talking about golf so I 
thought I’d better give it a go.”

Far more than Ken’s other half, Maureen is a golfing marvel 
in her own right. The self-taught 78-year-old was a member 
of Berwick Montuna for 20 years. She now plays four times  
a week at Cranbourne and Glen Waverley, and has won three 
monthly medals this year alone.

“I don’t have any strengths, I just hit it straight and don’t 
listen to much of Ken’s advice – that’s when things go wrong.” 

For any wife, the constant advice and pointers may seem 
a nag but Ken’s no-nonsense approach to golf holds value. 
He’ll tell you the keys to prolonged success on the course 
are concentration and consistency, but a probe into Ken’s 
sporting past reveals a deeply rooted innate ability.

A six-foot-two-inch frame leant itself rather well to football. 
In 1954, at just 17, he won the senior best-and-fairest as 
a utility/ruckman for Longwood Football Club in the Hume 
Highway League and was approached by Footscray to play  
in the VFL. 

The Geelong Football Club earmarked him as a hot prospect 
and, in 1957, Ken was offered a place on the list. “I turned it 
down. I had to stay and work with my father in his carrying 
business. That’s just how it was in those days – if the family 
needed you to work, you worked.”

And he did. At 21, Ken 
purchased his first property in 
the country town of Euroa and 
started work. Long days spent 
farming sheep and cattle were 
bookended with sport. He 
met Maureen on the tennis 
courts of Violet Town, started 
a family, and spent weekends 
playing cricket. In division one 
nonetheless. “He was one 
of the best cricketers in the 
district,” says Maureen. 

It's hard to argue with 
numbers. In a game for 
Creighton’s Creek, Ken 
singlehandedly dismantled 
the opposition with bat and 
ball. “I opened the batting 
and scored 100 runs, then 
opened the bowling and took 
10 wickets.”

It wasn’t until 1974 that Ken 
tried his hand at golf. A move 
to Melbourne for the kids’ 

schooling and a new home among the picturesque grasslands 
of Endeavour Hills led him first to Spring Valley, where his 
handicap quickly shot to low single figures.

“You see people fiddling with their game and trying to 
change their grip and their swing, but I just stick with the 
game I’ve got because it works for me. My short game is 
where I win. I’d say I’m just an average driver, but probably 
an above average putter.”

In the late ‘70s, Ken moved to Churchill Park Golf Club,  
where some of his fondest memories were formed. A club trip 
to Scotland led the troupe to the legendary greens of old St 
Andrews. “Fifty of us played that day, and I won it by five shots. 
I needed to two-putt the last green to break 80, and I bloody 
three-putted!”

Scorecards and age beats aside, golf is far more than a numbers 
game for Ken. “What I enjoy most about golf is the people I meet. 
I meet so many people from all walks of life. You get talking 
and find out some really interesting things and hear some 
wonderful stories.”

Ken’s zeal for the game is infectious and his impression 
on Berwick Montuna is clear from the get-go. In spring, a 
stunning array of tea roses line the clubhouse fence and 
greet guests upon arrival. Lovingly landscaped by Ken, the 
blooms are worthy of a feature at the Chelsea Flower Show.

You need only ride a single fairway in the signature red 
buggy with Ken to realise the weight of his impression at 
Berwick Montuna. By the first green, he has already been 
stopped twice by fellow members for a yarn, and has 
handed out a full bag of home grown oranges, mandarins 
and zucchinis. 

In the clubhouse, K. Withers is embossed in gold on nearly 
every honour board, but the 80-year-old is certainly not 
done over-achieving just yet. 

“I want another hole in one. I don’t care if it’s this year,  
next year, or the year after, but I want one more ace.” n

Photography: Daniel Pockett

“I meet so many
people from all
walks of life. You
get talking and find
out some really
interesting things
and hear some
wonderful stories.”
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Golf is a sport littered with unique and 
memorable names. Tiger Woods, 
Louis Oosthuizen, Patton Kizzire, 

Sergio Garcia, Rafa Cabrera-Bello - hear 
them once and never forget them.

Perhaps another in a similar ilk - and 
looking to forge his own path in the 
sport - is Melbourne teenager, Golf 
Victoria development player and our 
Star on the Rise, Phoenix Campbell. 

The 15-year-old scratch marker from 
Huntingdale Golf Club is starting to 
make his mark in the junior ranks. And 
perhaps with a name like his, he was 
always destined to be a golfer. At least 
that’s what his mother Candice thinks. 
“We must have been tapping into that 
when he was born,” she said.

He also tapped into a Tiger-esque 
introduction to the sport, as his father 
Peter showed him the ropes at the 
sprightly age of two. “I was very small,” 
Phoenix said. “My dad started me out 
when I was probably two or three, 
with plastic clubs. We used to go to a 
little park and whack balls around. He 
was always there, helping me with my 
swing, helping me improve.”

At the age of 10, Phoenix joined the 
Camberwell Golf Club at the Freeway 
Golf Course and acquired his first 
handicap. It was 27. Not bad at all for 
a youngster.

Approaching his 16th birthday in 
July, Phoenix has begun to show 
the credentials of a really strong 
player. In 2016, he led outright after 
the first round of the Victorian Boys 
Championship at Yarra Yarra Golf Club. 

He maintained a share of the lead at 
the halfway mark but faded to finish 
tied for 13th.

“It was awesome. It was my first time 
in front and it was a great experience 
playing in the last group in the third 
round,” Phoenix said. “I found that I 
fatigued a bit more towards the end 
of the tournament. I just need to get a 
bit more professional. There was a lot 
more pressure, but I took a lot away 
from it and I was really happy.”

Phoenix also made the cut in his 
first stint at The Dunes Medal on the 
Mornington Peninsula but missed 
the weekend at the Australian Boys 
Amateur Championship earlier this year.

His mother believes the ups and downs 
of golf have helped shape him into a 
fine young man. “Golf is wonderful for 
Phoenix,” Candice said. “When he’s out 
there, I can see how much he loves it. 

It’s incredible how the game has helped 
him grow and it’s great to see that he’s 
able to deal with things and take things 
in his stride.”

Phoenix’s coach - Golf Victoria’s Darren 
Cole - sees plenty of potential in his 
young pupil. “He’s got all the tools. 
I’ve always worked off the basis that 
everyone can be very successful but it 
comes down to them,” he said.

Phoenix’s goals and dreams are threefold, 
and do not come as a surprise. “I’d love 
to play professionally, I’d love to be 
number one in the world, and win The 
Masters - that’s the dream,” he said. In the 
meantime, this star on the rise is hoping 
to improve his handicap to plus-two and 
garner some valuable experience by 
playing more events.

With a name like Phoenix, it shouldn’t 
be too tricky to keep track of him. n

Continuing the column which highlights the wealth  of 
talent on the Victorian golf scene, PEPPE CAVALIERI profiles 
our Star On The Rise, Huntingdale junior Phoenix Campbell.

ON
THE
RISE

A name to remember, 
15-year-old scratch marker 

Phoenix Campbell.

fairway

SSV STATE TEAM
Star on the Rise Phoenix Campbell has been named in the School Sport 
Victoria 17 & Under state team to compete at the Pacific Schools Games 
in Adelaide in December. 

The boys team is: Jarrett Miles (Bendigo SSC), Jasper Stubbs (Rowville SC), 
Peter Vassiliadis (Rowville SC), Mitchell Crabbe (Geelong HS), Daniel Gill 
(Catholic College Wodonga), Phoenix Campbell (Balwyn HS). Res: Connor 
McDade (St Kevin’s College), Seve Jones (Caulfield Grammar).

The girls team is: Linley Ooi (Melbourne Girls College), Kay Bannan  
(St Peters College), Kai Shipp (Flinders College), Jeneath Wong (St Catherine’s 
School), Piper Stubbs (Rowville SC), Nasya Sohail (Al-Taqwa College).  
Res: Keeley Marx (Yarra Valley Grammar), Imogen Jones (Caulfield Grammar).
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Production of a new golf buggy 
will create almost 200 Victorian 
jobs in a deal announced by 
Concourse Golf and the Victorian 
State Minister for Industry and 
Employment Wade Noonan.

Billed as a coup for Victorian 
manufacturing, Concourse Golf 
will consolidate its operations 
by moving manufacturing from 
China and its head office from 
Sydney. With assistance from the 
Andrews Government’s Investment 
Attraction and Assistance Program 
(IAAP), it will create 198 new jobs by 
2020 in production and research 
and development.

SRX Global Australia in 
Dandenong will manufacture 
Concourse Golf’s new technology 
Smart Wheels - self-contained 
units that convert existing manual 
push buggies into electric buggies 
by simply changing the wheels.

SMART WHEELS TURN TO VICTORIA

Pictured at the announcement were (from left) Concourse Golf Managing Director  
David MacKay, SRX Global General Manager Jeff Malone, the Victorian Minister for 

Industry and Employment Wade Noonan (foreground), the Member for Dandenong 
Gabrielle Williams (right) and SRX Global staff.

There were aces at regular spaces during the 2017 Easter Hole 
in One Event, held each year as a major event of the Maldon 
Easter Fair. In this, the 10th year, the previous run of outs 
was broken when holes-in-one were scored late on Saturday 
afternoon, early on Sunday afternoon and then again on late 
Sunday afternoon of the weekend event. 

Local golfer Russell Healy was joined by Newstead’s Nick 
Ebery and Greg Forbes from Lilydale in a three-way playoff 
for the $2000 winner’s prize, courtesy of the Maldon & 
District Community Bank. 

With a newly constructed green, contoured and shaped to assist 
players in aiming at the hole, the three finalists played 10 shots 
each, with an ace or nearest-the-pin to decide. At just 69cm 
from the hole, Forbes was declared the winner by just 5cm from 
Healy, and was presented with a $2000 bank account. Healy and 
Forbes received $300 bank accounts each. 

Club President Mark Brasser declared this year’s event the most 
successful ever while Event Co-ordinator Norm Madigan said that 
funds raised would assist in providing amenities and facilities for 
use by members, visitors and the community. 

Hundreds of golfing enthusiasts are attracted to this event every 
year and have the opportunity to enjoy not just the competition 
but various other family fun activities vover the weekend. Maldon, 
right in the heart of the Victorian Goldfields, is a charming town 
which has retained its pioneering appearance. Easter visitors are 

assured of a fun stay with 
lots to see and do. Just make 
sure to work on your short 
irons first. 

1…2…3 HOLE IN ONE 
SPREE AT MALDON

Big money … Maldon Hole 
In One winner Greg Forbes 
is presented his cheque by 
Maldon Golf Club President 
Mark Brasser (left) and 
Adam Balzan, Manager 
of the Maldon & District 
Community Bank.
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G
olfers will have an additional 
reason to keep their heads 
down when the Victorian Sand 

Greens Championships are played at 
Wedderburn in September.

The course is in the central Victorian 
goldfields where a 2.7kg nugget valued 
at more than $135,000 was found just 
below the surface in 2015 by local 
Mick Brown. However, this was just a 
tiddler beside the 27kg “Hand of Faith” 
unearthed in the area in 1980.

After good falls of autumn rain, the 
fairways are expected to be lush for 
the women's title to be contested on 
September 6-7, followed by the men on 
the weekend of September 9-10.

The title is open to all golfers with 
an official handicap and, since 
its inception in 1972, has been a 
wonderful social event with players 
from around Victoria and further 
afield enjoying country hospitality. 

Wedderburn, which also hosted the 
title in 1998, is an apt venue because 
it is in the middle of the District 
Golf Association of Kara Kara which 

stretches from Korong Vale in the 
south to Sea Lake in the north and 
encompasses both the Mallee and the 
Wimmera. In all this vast area, there is 
not one golf course with grass greens. 

Given that there are no sandscrape 
courses in the Melbourne metropolis, 
the majority of winners are from the 
bush. Last year at Bannockburn, the 
honours went to Helen Leech from 
Neangar Park and Edward Carracher 
from Euroa. Among the city slickers 
who have been successful are 
professionals Mike Clayton (1975)  
and Steve Allan (1992-93).

Clayton, who was playing on sand 
greens for the first time, summed it  
up for others who might be thinking  
of giving it a try when he described 
hitting a perfect eight iron to the first 
green at Avenel and watching it finish 
30 metres out the back. “That's not  
how you play them,” he was told. 
Former US Tour player and Victorian 
State Squad captain Jamie Crow 
quipped after his sand debut that he 
had yet to perfect the 60-metre four-
iron approach shot. 

Bunkers are virtually non-existent on 
sandscrape courses and approaches 
are of the bump-and-run variety, with 
some players using their putters up to 
50 metres out. 

Apart from the chance to play in an 
official state title – contested in A, B 
and C grades – this is an opportunity 
to meet some of the sand legends like 
Des Whitney and Keith Bird. Whitney 
was unbeatable on the sandscrapes 
at Culgoa where he won the club 
championship 40 times. 

Bird, a 27-times club champion at 
Wedderburn, has not yet decided 
if he'll compete this year. But if 
his record at Country Week is any 
indication, he'll tee up. The only 
Country Week he missed in 44 years 
was in 1984 “when I was under a bit 
of pressure at home and on the farm”. 
His wife presented him with triplets, 
giving them four children under the 
age of two, and he said you could 
drive past the farm at any time of 
night or day and find the lights on  
and nappies on the line. n

Wedderburn this year plays host to one of country 
Victoria’s most popular events and there’s still time 

to get involved. Story by BRENDAN MOLONEY.

tournament by Brendan Moloney

The Wedderburn fairways will be lush… and the sand greens will be firm.
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I wish to enter into the following section:  MEN'S SECTION  WOMEN'S SECTION  
( Please select the appropriate option )

Optional 4BBB competition (Friday 8 Sept, 2017):

4BBB Partner: ····································································································································································Club: ·······················································································································································································

 I require the use of a golf cart and I comply with Tournament Condition #7 (GV medical approval required)

 Signature: Date: / 

 I am eligible under the conditions of the championship, am an amateur golfer in accordance with the Rules of Amateur Status as approved by the R & A Rules 
Limited and will adhere to Golf Australia’s Codes of Behaviour for the duration of the Championship. I have provided either my GOLFLink No. or current handicap 
record verified by my home club.

 Competitors Name:
 (BLOCK LETTERS) (First Name)  (Surname)

 Mailing Adress:

 Suburb:   Date of Birth:

 State:  Post Code: Phone Number:
    (Mobile Preferred)

 Email:

 Home Club: Dietary Requirements:

 GOLFLink Number:            GA Handicap:

 PAYMENT DETAILS Cheque / Money Order  Mastercard  VISA 
 (please make cheques payable to Golf Victoria)

 Card Number:                         

 Expiry Date: / Contact Number of Payer: Entry Fee: $75.00

 Signature: Tournament Dinner: $25.00

   4BBB (per pair): $20.00

 Name as it
 appears on card: Total:

Entries close at 5.00pm on Friday 25 August 2017. Enter Online at www.golfvic.org.au
Return to: Golf Victoria Tournaments, PO Box 2168 Hampton East, VIC 3188 

Phone: (03) 8545 6200  |  Fax: (03) 9543 9307  |  Email: tournaments@golfvic.org.au

2017 TRIMAX 
VICTORIAN MEN'S AND WOMEN'S 

SAND GREENS CHAMPIONSHIP

WEDDERBURN GOLF CLUB

Entry Fee: $75.00 (incl. GST) ($60 entry fee applies for registrations through portal at www.golfvic.org.au)

Inclusions: Light lunch on both days

Optional: 4BBB Competition (Men, Women or Mixed) – Friday 8 September ($20.00 per pair)

Format:  Women: 36-Hole Stroke Men: 36-Hole Stroke 
 Wed 6 Sept – 18 Holes Sat 9 Sept – 18 Holes 
 Thurs 7 Sept – 18 Holes Sun 10 Sept – 18 Holes

GA Handicap Limit:  36.4 at date of entry 27.4 at date of entry

Tournament Dinner: Wed 6 Sep Sat 9 Sep

Tee Times: AM & PM rounds dependant on number of entries

Supported by:

Women’s: 6-7 September, 2017     Men’s: 9-10 September, 2017



Julienne Soo is a product of Golf Victoria's junior 
development system and now she is making her  
way on the US college circuit. MICHAEL HEDGE 
catches up on her tremendous progress.

SOONER 
OR LATER, 
JULIENNE  
TO STAR

feature by Michael Hedge
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I
n her first 18-hole round of golf, 
Julienne Soo, at 11 years of age,  
shot nine over par and had 58 

stableford points.

Now, almost a decade on, she is one of 
the leading players in the pressure-cooker 
world of American college golf where she 
attends the University of Oklahoma.  

Julienne scored yet another 
breakthrough in May, qualifying 
for the NCAA Championships, the 
supreme event in US college golf, and 
a significant step along the way to 
what she hopes will be a career as a 
professional golfer.

But as far as she’s come, the 20-year-
old from South Yarra hasn’t lost sight of 
where it began. “My first 18 holes was 
when I was 11 at Rosanna, and I did 
really good,” Julienne said.

“I shot 58 points off about 29. I kind 
of blew it out of the water and I was 
thinking, 'why does everyone think this 
is a hard game’. I was wondering what 
the all the fuss was about.”

There is no hint of ego or 
overconfidence in Julienne’s attitude 
toward that early achievement, just the 
openness of a young woman happily 
doing something that comes naturally - 
and one who has had to deal with a jolt 
or two along the way.  

Julienne’s first contact with golf was as 
an eight-year-old tagging along with 
her father Melvyn on one of his regular 
weekend rounds with his friends.

“I just asked one day if I could come along 
with him. He let me have a bit of a hit 
and I guess I got the hang of it,” she said. 
“We played on public courses around 
Melbourne and I’d just hit a few balls.”

Not surprisingly, that first momentous 
18-holes at Rosanna got Julienne more 
interested and through family friends 
she was drawn to Woodlands Golf 
Club. “I really liked it, I took a couple of 
clinics there, I thought it was really cool 
how there were lots of juniors and you 
could hang out with them and also play 
golf at the same time,” she recalled.

Julienne joined Woodlands when she 
was 12 and before she turned 13 was a 
member of Victorian teams. At 14, she 
won selection in an Australian team 
that won the Junior Pacific Cup.

In 2012, at the age of 15, she won the 
San Diego Junior Masters and, at home, 
won the Victorian Girls Championship, 
while at 16 she won the Victorian 
Champions Trophy.

In 2015, she won Amateur titles in NSW 
and Tasmania and her third place in 
the Karrie Webb Series earned her 
another trip to the US to spend a week 
with Australia’s greatest female golfer.

By that time Julienne had already 
signed up with Oklahoma, having been 
spotted by college scouts during her 
earlier trip to the US. “At the time I 
didn’t really know anything about the 
American recruiting system, I kind of 
went into it blind,” she said.

“But I did pretty good and the American 
coaches started emailing me, that’s how 
I got to know about the American college 
system. I did some of my own investigating 
to find out what it was all about and I liked 
the idea of it and thought it would be the 
right choice for me.”

Oklahoma was one of several colleges 
to show an interest in Julienne, but 
it was also something of a mystery 
to her. “I knew almost nothing about 
Oklahoma, except what I learned off 
Google,” she said. 

“But when I came to the campus itself, 
I found it was really beautiful, I was 
blown away with it. Once I started 
understanding it, I realised this was 
how it was meant to be.”

One of the greatest attractions of the 
US system for Julienne and her family 
was the opportunity to further her 
education, as well as advancing her 
golf. “I liked the idea of school because 
I really think education is important, 
and I liked the idea that I could play 
golf and also get a degree.

“A lot of the top women’s golfers in the 
world come to college in the US, so it’s 
really competitive, it really develops 
your game.”

The US college system produces the 
bulk of the golfers playing on the USPGA 
and USLPGA Tours, as well as the 
country’s top footballers, basketballers, 
tennis players, swimmers, track and 
field athletes, baseballers and just about 
everything else. 

At Oklahoma, Julienne’s time is taken up 
with the golf program, a gym program 
and she is halfway through a business 
degree. “In general, you do six days of 
training and one of rest, plus school 
from Monday to Friday,” she said.

“I have gym twice a week, although I do a 
bit more. We have team practice where 
we play nine or 18 holes at the weekends 
and we also do our own practice and 
work on what we need to work on. �

Julienne Soo has 
thought long 

and hard about 
her career path 
and her results 

indicate she's 
chosen well.

Photography: courtesy of University of Oklahoma
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“Before each tournament we have 
qualifying – there are eight girls on the 
team and five spots available in the 
tournament and we’ll play off for that. It 
really keeps that competitive edge sharp.”

Despite the facilities and the programs 
and her own considerable talent, 
it can be a tough grind, as Julienne 
discovered. “When I arrived at 
Oklahoma I thought I was ready to go, 
but it turned out I wasn’t as ready as I 
thought,” she said.

“That first year was kind of a flop, there 
was nothing amazing that I produced out 
of it, which was disappointing after my 
Australian season had been really good.”

During the summer break in 2016, she 
resolved to do something about the 
slump in which she found herself. “It 
was a combination of things. My long 
game and my full swing had totally 
taken a turn for the worse. I didn’t 
have the old support system and I 
couldn’t quite work it out for myself,” 
she said.

“It kind of spiralled out of control so I 
had to pull my head in and think about 
what had been missing from my game 
during that whole year.”

Julienne drew up a plan and also called 
on another family friend, Texas-based 
Australian golf coach Peter Murphy, and 
between them they got things back in 
order. Two months of full-on practice, 
plenty of soul-searching, a visit from her 
parents and her own strength of mind 
set Julienne up for the 2016-17 season.

“I became really determined to get 
out of the slump because I knew that 
I could do so much better, that my 
game had so much more potential. 
The results were slow but eventually 
things started to click.”

Julienne now sees that first-year slump 
as something of a blessing in disguise. 
“I’m almost glad it happened that way,” 
she said. “I started to understand 
things about my game – that was the 
biggest thing. Mentally, I grew, I learned 
how to get back up on my feet.”

So well does she now understand her 
game that Julienne has shaved more 
than six shots off her scoring average 
from last season to this and, earlier this 
year, shot an Oklahoma University record 
score of 13-under par for three rounds 
to win the Clover Cup by 11 shots.

Then came the NCAA regional 
tournament in which she finished 
seventh, earning a place in the college 
championships in Chicago. Although 
she finished 57th, she has another 
two years of school and honing her 
game at Oklahoma. 

If her college coach Veronique Drouin-
Luttrell is any judge, Julienne is in a fast 
lane to becoming a world-class golfer. 
“We’re looking forward so much to see 
what’s next for Jules but, really, the sky 
is the limit,” Drouin-Luttrell said.

Which should be some comfort to 
those who finished behind the 11-year-
old back at Rosanna. n

SPAIN
Experience a golfing holiday in Spain’s Andalucia  
region. There are more golf courses in Andalucia  

than any other Spanish region, including the  
Continents finest course, Valderrama and several  

others rated among the best in Europe. 
with 

SWING Golf Tours & Promotion
TRADING AS: DQ International Travel Service Pty Ltd

Licence No. 30224

9th Floor, 500 Collins Street 
Melbourne Vic 3000

Contact Damian L. Quirk 
Tel: (03) 9614 4588 
Fax: (03) 9614 1185 

Email: travel@dqinternational.com.au

IRELAND
Come and share the golfing magic

with
SWING Golf Tours  

& Promotion
TRADING AS

DQ International Travel Service Pty Ltd
Licence No. 30224

9th Floor, 500 Collins Street 
Melbourne Vic 3000

Contact Damian L. Quirk 
Tel: (03) 9614 4588 
Fax: (03) 9614 1185 

Email: travel@dqinternational.com.au

SCOTLAND
The best of Scottish golfing

with 
Swing Golf Tours  

& Promotion
TRADING AS  

DQ International Travel Service Pty Ltd
Licence No. 30224

9th Floor, 500 Collins Street 
Melbourne Vic 3000

Contact Damian L. Quirk 
Tel: (03) 9614 4588 
Fax: (03) 9614 1185 

Email: travel@dqinternational.com.au

Julienne Soo 
breaking new 

ground in 
Oklahoma.
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by Martin Blake
 @martinj_blake

It came to pass recently that the Presidents Cup is returning 
to Melbourne, specifically to Royal Melbourne's Composite 

Course, in 2019.

Some readers of this magazine will be acquainted with how 
important that announcement really is, having attended the 
2011 Presidents Cup and perhaps even the 1998 version at 
the old jewel of Black Rock, which is having its third crack at the 
event. I have a suggestion for those who did not, summed up in 
two words: Be There.

The Presidents Cup is an event that was conceived in 1994 
out of the need to provide teams competition for top-shelf 
golfers who were not from either Europe or America. The Greg 
Normans and Nick Prices of the world of golf were envious of 
their playing colleagues who enjoyed the theatre and adrenaline 
rush of the Ryder Cup matches every two years, contested 
between the US and Europe in what amounts to just about the 
biggest thing in all of golf. 

So the US Tour, which started the event, created a concept of 
matches between the US and the 'International' team, which 
amounts to everyone else but Europeans, a kind of Rest of the 
World posse.

There are quite a few reasons why it ought not work at all, to 
be frank. How, for instance, do you recreate the history and the 
outright animosity between teams that underpins the Ryder 
Cup? It is impossible. And who exactly would barrack for - or 
against - 'International'? For that matter, how can a team of 

players from various countries expect to bond in a manner 
that matches up with the Americans, with their fans chanting 
"U-S-A?''

My industry is filled with cynical people and I know quite a few 
who have scoffed at the Presidents Cup over the years as a 
jumped-up exhibition and a poor man's Ryder Cup. But here's the 
thing: it still seems to work.

Not even the utter domination of the American team seems 
to hurt the cause. Of 11 previous Presidents Cups, the 
International team has won but one, at Royal Melbourne in 
1998 under Peter Thomson's guidance, when Craig Parry and a 
little-known Japanese player called Shigeki Maruyama held fort 
for the Internationals and a young man named Tiger Woods 
put his hand up to play against Greg Norman on the final day in 
singles, and beat him.

To that point, there had been three Cups and it was 2-1 the 
USA's way, but the Americans went and spoiled it by winning 
seven of the next eight competitions over 15 years, the 
exception being in George, South Africa, in 2003 when there 
was a dramatic tie. The Americans generally win because their 
pool of talent runs deeper, to the 11th and 12th man in their 
team, and the US Tour should have changed the format years 
ago to acknowledge that fact. 

Norman and Price, among others, implored the former US Tour 
commissioner Tim Finchem to alter the format; Mr Finchem was 
not easily swayed and, in this case, never budged. He was � 
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more interested in the financial side of the Cup, which hands 
millions of dollars to charity every time it is contested since that 
is one of its stated aims. The players tee it up for no prizemoney 
for that week of the year and, as a result, probably feel less 
inclined to blanch about the obscene amounts of money that 
they make in a good year!

Norman and Price, who both played for the International team 
as well as having a turn as non-playing captain, feared the 
concept would fall over unless the hybrid team could be more 
competitive; to their astonishment, the crowds keep turning out 
and the event rolls around to a new venue every two years and 
proves highly successful.

I've personally witnessed two, at George in 2003 and the 2011 
version in Melbourne. The first was one of the best sporting 
events I've seen, all square by the end of the 12 singles matches 
on the last day and the captains, Gary Player and Jack Nicklaus, 
drew nominated names from sealed envelopes on the 18th 
green for a playoff. 

Of course everyone knew that Nicklaus 
would have Tiger Woods' name down 
and that Ernie Els would be scrawled 
on the other sheet of paper. Els was at 
home, in his pomp, and at the time 
threatening to take down Tiger as 
the world's number one player. 
They tussled in the encroaching 
darkness for 45 minutes, each 
making a couple of  'bombs' to stay 
alive, until it grew too dark and the 
captains declared it a draw.

Royal Melbourne in 2011 was 
fabulous because of the enormous 
crowds - more than 100,000 - that 
turned out, and the atmosphere. 
It felt like a celebration of golf, 
notwithstanding the insufferable 
Fanatics who managed to soak up 
more attention than they deserved 
and who had their photo taken 
with Tiger Woods wearing their 
beret. It's not a major and it's not a 
big-money event. So it felt like it ought 
to feel, like a whole lot of fun.

The theory that week was that the 
Americans would struggle on 
the icy-quick greens of 'Royal', 
which were shaved so low 
and rolled so hard that they 
actually turned a purple hue. I 
remember Y.E. Yang, the Korean, 
saying that they were borderline 
unfair that week, and I agreed with 
him. It felt like almost a stitch-up 
to help the Internationals. I hope 
the organisers don't try it again 
but, in any case, the Americans 
found enough fast-green 
putters to win.

The galleries reflected the fact that 
we are starved of big golf in this town, 
with the Emirates Australian Open being 
played in Sydney for the past 11 years. 

Also, that the public enjoy different formats like matchplay, 
which is so combative, bringing the game back to its roots.

So it augurs well for 2019. Royal Melbourne is a great venue, 
even though Kingston Heath was mentioned as a possible 
candidate (and would have been worthy, too). The stretch 
between the fifth and seventh holes at 'Royal' on the Composite 
Course, with the two amazing par-threes and one of the best 
par-fours in the world, is worth seeing alone.

Let's hope that Jason Day and Adam Scott hold their form and 
that maybe a Marc Leishman or a Cameron Smith jumps into 
the team, which is taken from world rankings with the captain 
having two discretionary picks. The Americans, with the likes of 
Dustin Johnson, Jordan Spieth and Justin Thomas, will of course 
be formidable opposition.

It's not the Ryder Cup, and never will be. But as they say, it is 
what it is. You can't help but love it. n
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Metropolitan Dealers

BERWICK   Berwick Mazda LMCT7254 8796 6222
BRIGHTON   Brighton Mazda LMCT10963 9559 0777
BURWOOD   Penfold Mazda LMCT444 9268 1222
CAROLINE SPRINGS Caroline Springs Mazda LMCT11524  8308 0200
CITY City Mazda LMCT11621  9329 2000
ESSENDON FIELDS Essendon Mazda LMCT11043  9374 2222
FRANKSTON Graeme Powell Mazda LMCT11147  9786 2011
GEELONG Geelong Mazda LMCT10477  5221 7233
MORNINGTON Mornington Mazda LMCT4180  5975 1 1 1 1
MULGRAVE Garry & Warren Smith Mazda LMCT506 8562 5555
PRESTON Max Kirwan Mazda LMCT1293  9480 3555
RINGWOOD Ringwood Mazda LMCT11143  9870 9322
SOUTH MORANG South Morang Mazda LMCT11708  8432 4888
WERRIBEE Werribee Mazda LMCT3919  9974 5666

Regional and Provincial Dealers

ALBURY Alessi Mazda LMCT7659                   (02) 6041 0810
BAIRNSDALE Bairnsdale Mazda LMCT6100  5152 6644
BALLARAT Ballarat Mazda LMCT10056  5331 5000
BENDIGO Bendigo Mazda LMCT10151  5445 8900
ECHUCA Echuca Mazda LMCT10527  5481 0200
HAMILTON Taylor Motors LMCT403  5572 2087
HORSHAM  Morrow Mazda LMCT8353  5382 6163
MILDURA Mildura Mazda LMCT10074  5021 2999
PAKENHAM Pakenham Mazda LMCT11565  5942 5238
SALE Sale Mazda LMCT10439  5144 1 3 1 1
SHEPPARTON McPherson Motors LMCT7861  5823 2100
TRARALGON Traralgon Mazda LMCT11276  5173 0800
WANGARATTA One Mile Motors LMCT1060  5721 5677
WARRNAMBOOL Warrnambool Mazda LMCT10977  5561 2341

There’s nothing like being in control of a Mazda3. SKYACTIV TECHNOLOGY offers outstanding responsiveness 

while controlling fuel efficiency. For extra peace of mind Smart City Brake Support (Forward) is now standard 

across the range, helping you avoid low speed collisions. Mazda3 also includes new G-Vectoring Control, 

integrating the powertrain, body and chassis to help you master the road ahead. Explore Mazda3 now and 

discover how imagination drives us.

N E W  M A Z D A 3 .  B E  I N  T H E  D R I V E R ’ S  S E AT

mazda.com.au
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‘RIOTOUS.’

THE GUARDIAN

by Michael Frayn

A co-production 
with Queensland 
Theatre

Media Partners MTC is a department of the University of Melbourne

CAST SIMON BURKE, RAY CHONG NEE, EMILY GODDARD,  
LIBBY MUNRO, HUGH PARKER, JAMES SAUNDERS, LOUISE SIVERSEN,  

STEVEN TANDY, NICKI WENDT DIRECTOR SAM STRONG DESIGNER 
RICHARD ROBERTS LIGHTING DESIGNER BEN HUGHES COMPOSER & 

SOUND DESIGNER RUSSELL GOLDSMITH ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR/VOICE 
COACH LEITH MCPHERSON ASSISTANT DIRECTOR CAROLINE DUNPHY 

MOVEMENT DIRECTOR NIGEL POULTON


